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Health & Legal Disclaimer: 

This eBook offers various tips, techniques and methods for use inside and outside your home, and is intended for general 

information and entertainment purposes only. The information provided herein should not be considered complete and you 

should not rely on this information as a substitute for, nor does it replace, professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. 

Some tips and techniques require specialized skills and equipment.  Please consult with local trade professional(s) as needed 

before use of any equipment or materials that you lack experience.  Please read equipment manuals and follow all safety 

directions provided.  Do not try anything that is not safe.  Wear all safety equipment that is recommended by your equipment 

manufacturer / supplier.   © MyHomeBasics 2016.  
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  Getting Started with Organizing 
  

The Importance of Getting Organized 
 

It cannot be denied: There is indeed an imminent need for organization. Without organization, 

any setting would be chaotic. Let us take the work setting, for instance. 

Let us say that you have a very important presentation at a Board Meeting tomorrow. Now, this 

is no ordinary meeting at all because you will actually be presenting a project proposal so big, 

that if you get the Board’s approval, it would completely turn your life around. Getting organized 

should then be of much importance here! 

So, what should be the first thing to do in getting organized? A lot of people would jumpstart to 

organizing the files and the documents they would need for the project proposal. This is indeed 

one of the logical steps to take. However, this should not be the first step at all. The first step in 

getting organized would be to organize your own thoughts. If your thoughts are topsy-turvy, then 

chances are, your very own disposition would be topsy-turvy as well. Thus, getting organized 

would mean getting your thoughts organized first and foremost, and the rest would follow. 

Once you have taken the first step in getting organized, you can then move on to organizing the 

paraphernalia you would need for your project proposal. Document, excel files, PowerPoint 

presentations, the works, all of these should be tinkered out and properly outlined. Getting 

organized here could very well mean the difference between getting your project proposal 

approved or having it kicked to the curb. If you do not exert enough time and effort in getting 

organized before presenting your proposal, you just might forget one of the many important files 

you need for your presentation. Worse, this needed file just might be at home, and not on your 

desk at work. The time it would take to retrieve that file could very well be time wasted 

altogether. 

You do not really have to wait to become a professional before you take on the important skills 

of getting organized. In fact, students also need to acquire organizational skills! With the many 

projects, reports, and exams students deal with today, getting organized is indeed a necessity 

For students as well. Once you can establish order in your hectic schedule, you can then face all 

your tasks head-on. What’s more, when you recognize the importance of getting organized at 

this early age, the skills of time management and multitasking would come naturally to you, when 

you come of age and start working as a professional in your own good time  
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    The Logic behind Acquiring Skills at Organizing 
 

If there is one particular skill that any man or woman should acquire in this lifetime, it should be 

the skill of organizing. Let us face it: life would be so messy if one would not acquire the skill of 

organizing. This goes true for anyone in the world, may you be a professional or still a student. 

If you would take a look back in time, you would also see the importance of establishing order, 

even in the most primitive societies back then. Even during the time when glory was measured 

in the number of territories a country comes to conquer, order was already much of a necessity. 

And in order to foster order in any society, the skill of organizing should then be at the top of the 

list here. 

But let us not dwell too much on historical instances to emphasize the importance of organizing 

things. Let us turn to more modern instances. Let us say that you just got hired as an accountant 

for one of the Fortune 500 multibillion dollar companies. Now, this would indeed present a huge 

challenge for you! Of course, handling a company as large as this, you would have assistants at 

your beck and call all day long. However, they will still need your instructions as to how to go 

about their daily workload, and here lays the importance of the skill of organizing. 

With so many things to do and files to check, organizing your daily schedule should definitely be 

the first step here. Organizing daily tasks is easy, but when you have a multitude of tasks to attend 

to, then your organizational skills will definitely be put to the test. But if you have acquired the 

skill of properly organizing your schedule to avoid overlapping tasks, then this endeavor would 

indeed be made easier. 

It is not just your daily schedule that would need organizing, you know. You would also be 

organizing your files for work, so as to avoid any untoward losses of important documents and 

such. As an accountant, you would be handling numerous excel sheets containing very sensitive 

information about the companies and accounts you are handling. Not to mention the many 

contracts that you would have access to! Thus, it is of grave import that you have exceptional 

skills at organizing such work files. Having such a skill can very well mean the difference of you 

keeping your job or getting fired in a jiff. 
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Starting and Ending Your Day Right  
 

Are you planning to manage your home with the aid of home organizer yet you just no single clue 

where to begin?  

The home organizer is one of the wonderful organizing tools, which guide you in establishing and 

managing every aspect of your home, life, and daily grinds. Having a home organizer means 

getting you comfortable with making lists. Keeping lists is among the most essential tools for 

people who work to deal with their time. These tools keep yourself on task and jog your memory 

with items you frequently forget.  

Here are the step-by-step plans in helping you ease into getting a home organizer with regrets.  

First and foremost, get an organizer that will suit and work best for you. These are weekly 

planners or templates, which you may print off and place in the folder, or electronic home 

organizers. Select the organizer style that you see you will mostly use. Not all wants an electronic 

type. Some choose to have their own templates zipped in the folder.  

Most likely, to be able to have an organized life details, your home organizer must have a calendar 

where phone numbers are listed, a menu planner, a cleaning list, a maintenance list, bill 

payments schedules, home inventory and grocery list, to guide you in your home management.   

When you have your organizer, keep it in easy-to-find places, where you can easily grab it all 

through your day. Bring it along when you go somewhere. A suggestion is to keep the home 

organizer on a dining table.  

Build the home organizer slowly. Whether you opt for a pre-made weekly organizer, an electronic 

type or a template-fixed binder, take time daily to arrange a page or a section. Spend not over 

than half an hour though or you might get tired. If you work on the cleaning list, build them the 

time you clean the room. Through this, you are tracked about the cleaning details that need to 

be done.  

Take the home organizer anywhere your appointments are. Verify with it regularly. Check your 

set plans the night or day before, during the morning and afternoon. Also allot a space and blank 

note section to write down goals, notes, ideas or anything.  

Always set a time every evening to plan your itineraries and activities for the following day. 

Include a to-do list to get things right. Your home organizer will progress eventually, as you get 

comfy using it to handle your everyday life. If you want to start your day right and end it mess-

free and uncluttered, the home organizer is your greatest guide.  
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Bringing Function and Order 

 
Have you been wishing to have a well-organized home, where everything has its own place? If 

you are among the millions who struggle on home organizing, read on and learn the basics and 

importance of home organizing. Then, see the results for yourself.  

Be decisive. This is not among the usual home organizing tips that you encounter every day. Being 

decisive means coming to a decision to finish something that is left and disregarded.  

This pretty much says something about the cluttered and messy desk or countertops. This only 

shows that there are still responsibilities and tasks that have not yet been accomplished. Clutters 

enter the scene when things are put off.  

Choose whether to toss or keep, sell or donate, see if the documents on top are for reference or 

action items, take the next procedures and find the best area to keep the items.  

Give a parking space for everything. Can you easily find where your pair of socks is? People often 

put a certain drawer or place for every category of their things like the underwear, toothbrush, 

socks, pair of pants, leggings and the likes.  

Virtually, every single thing can own its parking spot so you will easily and quickly find them when 

you need them. If possible, label the parking spots with label makers, similar to an executive 

parking space.  

1. Plan ahead: 

Preparation and planning are two important words in home organizing. You will save up heaps 

of frustration and hours if you practice preparing and planning ahead of time. Think ahead and 

anticipate. What are the things you most likely need? Can you possibly combine your trips to save 

up time? What are the issues that may possibly come up? These are only few of the important 

considerations to ask before doing anything.  

2. Mark your stuff: 

The ABCD concept is very much helpful in home organizing. Grading your stuff means marking 

them according to their frequency use and space accessibility. These home organizing concepts 

have actually provided lighter tasks to most people.  
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2. Group similar things together: 

When you sort things, consider the following elements: color, alphabet, size, type, name, and 

function. If you organize a bathroom, group the bathroom essentials according to hair care, first 

aid, dental care and such. The same goes with organizing things in the kitchen.  

3. Right things at the right place: 

Proper home organizing entails putting things at the place where you really need them. In the 

professional’s term, this is known as the point of use. For instance, place the laundry powder 

next to washing machine or the potholder hanged above an oven or stove.  

Using these homes organizing concepts lead you to an enthusiasm and renewed motivation to 

get your home in shape. 
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Organizing Your Home for a Less-Cluttered, Simplified Living 
 

Each family seems to face struggles with home clutters whether they are cramped bathroom 

setting or piles of papers.  

As a matter of fact, the professional organizers national association reports 80% of the things 

bought for the home have not been used, 20% of the set of clothes are the only ones worn and 

the rest of the 80% are only hanged. Additionally, 25% adults tend to overdue bill payments 

because the mails are lost.  

If you have loads of papers dumped, lost keys of cars or doors, and frazzled mornings, don’t you 

think it is time to consider organizing your home? Here are among the essential tips in organizing 

your home and minimizing the delays, the overdue payments and stressed out days.  

During the evening, prepare everything from the lunch you are bringing for school or office 

tomorrow to the clothes you are going to wear. Keep them ready for tomorrow morning. For the 

kids, have them pack their books and homework the night before. This way, you will not face a 

panicky morning.  

The purse along with the briefcases and the car and door keys is the most forgotten thing when 

leaving the house. Putting them in a designated place each day is among the helpful ideas in 

organizing your home.  

As for the bathroom, to sort out the countertop clutter, get a plastic tub and place all the 

bathroom accessories there like the lotion and spray. Just take out the plastic tub when you will 

use any of the accessories. Do not forget to put back the tub to its designated place when you 

are done using it.  

Mount also a medicine cabinet where you can place the scissors, nail clippers, tweezers and other 

bathroom essential needs. Place a magazine rack for reading materials. Toss the old magazines 

when you purchase new ones to avoid clutter.  

Organizing your home bathroom also means throwing away the unused and empty bathroom 

essentials such as lotions, prescriptions, old razors, perfume, sunscreen, over-the-counter 

medications and the likes.  

For the closet, put baskets in the closet for dry cleaning and laundry. Sort the clothes according 

to use. The ones that you no longer used should be bagged and donated to a charity or handed 

at friends or families.  
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For the kitchen at home, mount a cabinet and organize your kitchen accessories according to 

their uses and how often the household uses them. Group also the foods you put to give easy 

access for everyone in the family and be able to see when stock gets low.  

Generally, in organizing your home, make sure that everything in the house has its own place. 

Organizing your home does not only result to a pristine living. Moreover, it will also better the 

lives of everyone, making things functional and calmer. 
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  The Significance of Organizing 
 

Home organization is one of those important things that we all try to achieve but meet with 

failure in the end. One might wonder that why such a task is so not doable for us. The simple 

answer is that we keep on delaying the task at hand. This delay might actually be caused due to 

fear of the job at hand. We suffer under the notion that it is completely out of our capacity to do 

that particular job and refuse to accept that it can be done by us.  

You do not have to do all of it at a time but do it little by little. If you work in this way then you 

will surely be successful in completing the task at hand. You should always do the work in time 

so that later it does not pile up and instill that fear in you due to which you will refrain from doing 

the job. So the best you can do is start with small things. Allot ten to fifteen minutes and see the 

difference you make.  

A few things that you can easily keep in order are:  

� Clean your medic box or shelf. Unless you are a professional and have to deal with a lot 

of medicines at all times you would not be having a large number of these at home, so 

clean it out. Dispose of all expired medicines and arrange the rest according to priority 

and content. Check out the ones you have to replace. This way you can easily keep things 

organized. 

 

� If you are so reluctant to miss that so endearing program on the TV then too do not worry, 

you can easily clean up your stack of magazines and catalogues while watching the show. 

Sort out the booklets into piles according to recent issues and old issues and then during 

a commercial break just dump them into the dust bin. That way neither do you miss your 

show nor is your table unarranged and dirty.  

 

� Pick any closet or cupboard in your house. May it be in the garage or the kitchen or your 

bedroom wherever. Take a Sunday, roll up your sleeves and start to clean up. No need to 

worry about the other over packed; dirty places just focus on the work at hand.  

 

� Tell your children that they have been chosen to do a very poor household a favor. The 

household cannot afford toys for their children. Ask your kids if they will be so kind as to 

take out their old and discarded toys and lend them to those poor children.  
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� Give them time to go through their stuff and select those that they do not need any more 

and then donate it to the families who need them or to any local area charity trust.  

In this way if you take up small tasks at a time then your house would no longer be in disarray 

but will be organized at all times. 
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 Why Do You Need It? 
 

First of all a ransacked home or a disorganized arrangement of things make a depressing visual 

for the guest. It is equally distressing for the host as well. Through a proper organization of things: 

1. Necessary details come at hand’s reach: 

There are some things that we need almost every day e.g. the important documents, certificates, 

records, notepads, personal accessories (cards, letters, shoelaces), insurance papers, etc. If the 

room is like the chaos prior to the genesis of the world, you will feel irritated with yourself every 

day after being unable to trace the important papers kept somewhere the day before. The result 

is-the cupboards, nooks, drawers, and bed-boxes receiving repeated kicks of anger!  

2. You will find a sense of peace: 

It’s really very disturbing to see a pile of documents, rubbish and important together, winking at 

you up from your resting places. The moment you see them some unfinished work or some 

unfound detail is bound to creep in your mind, disrupting the sense of peace. Home is a relief 

from the monstrous drudgeries of daily life. One finds some sort of solace here. So keep in mind 

that your home or bedroom never acts as your office table. It will be utterly frustrating. 

3. Make rooms for other to come: 

Sometimes we feel very disappointed thinking that our rooms are really too small to 

accommodate things that seem to be necessary. If it is so, go for a cleaning. There are many 

things accumulated in the rooms that do not have any use today. In fact, there are things that 

were arranged somewhere with the prior intention to dispose them off soon. But forgotten Settle 

things properly; you will have plenty of space in your room to welcome things you need now.  

4. It is easier to keep tidy: 

Definitely one can be tidy in just a turn. Tidying means to maintain a proper arrangement for 

particular things. If you modulate yourself with the understanding of proper placement of items, 

you will soon discover how easy it is to get to things you need on demand. Most importantly, you 

contribute less time to arrange things and accumulate dust. 

5. You will have more room: 

This is very obvious. If once you start cutting down on unnecessary items, you will get ample 

space for other things as well. You do not have to move to another home for space. Just count 
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down on things you want to sell. And you get a list of ‘recycle bin’ details. The room is a fresh one 

once again. 

6. Complete relaxation: 

This new look of the room will make you totally at ease. You won’t feel irritated about the free 

space one needs for the staying of guests. In fact, you will be proud in your surroundings for the 

changed, fresh, clean look you have given to your house. Think of the day anyone comes in and 

gives compliment to your organized room on what you have been criticized for a long time. Great 

refreshment, isn't it? 
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The Rules of Organizing 
 

Organizing a home is certainly not child’s play. And those who make it seem like one are those 

who are really good at it. This is because they go by certain basic rules. They follow these in order 

to see to it that their home remains what they would ideally like it to be. Here are a few rules 

that will help you through. 

1. Do not procrastinate:  

Putting of piles of clutter for later or just stashing them away under the carpet will never solve 

the problem. You need to essentially see what you exactly wish to weep out of all those things 

and out only those away. Sorting things out according to needs is a good idea. That way you can 

take the decision of discarding the extra stuff without much hassle. Do not put away this 

important decision making bit for later. The sooner you do it, the faster you will get rid of the 

extra and unwanted things and the sooner you will be able to put whatever is left away faster. 

2. Group similar items:  

Do not let things that belong to a similar cluster stray away. For example do not mix your shirts 

with your blankets, or even your sweaters for that matter. One way of grouping things could be 

season wise. There are certain things you require only at certain times during the year. Keep 

them together so that you know what to find at what time of the year. 

The basic rule for any sort of organization is to work with small and manageable pieces. This same 

rule applies to cleaning and organization of the house too. Many people empty all possible 

drawers, shelves and wardrobes all at the same time. This makes the entire task too 

overwhelming for any individual to manage. This extends to the point of discourage people to sit 

and go through each and every item, which eventually ends up beings stashed away just because 

people lose the patience to put them away carefully. Therefore, the best way to go about this is 

to take up small parts of the house at a time. Start with one room. Remove things from one 

drawer or shelf at a time, see what you need and what you need to discard off, and then neatly 

sort the rest into that particular drawer. Only once you have finished one drawer, remove the 

contents of the next one. Same applies to rooms to. 
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Know Your Storage Spaces! 
 

Storing things properly is one of the most worrying things in the world. When it comes in relation 

to home-storage, the wide range of organization works definitely as a nuisance against peaceful 

mind. Thus, an organized storage pattern is very important to get to things quickly on time. 

Before thinking of home-storage system, one should chalk out the items that one needs the most, 

and those that can be removed to the ‘recycle bin’ of the house, restored when demanded. Now, 

how can the shortage of space in the main rooms be lessened? Check these options out. They 

may be effective: 

1. Kitchen: 

Although kitchen is itself a short space, yet one can accumulate or arrange it with these storing 

items- dinner service trays, drawer dividers, plastic-covered wire or chrome-coated shelves for 

the food cupboard, stackable synthetic drawers for the pantry, baskets, crates and rolling bins. If 

there is a little more space, the canisters and counter storage containers can also be equipped 

in. Believe me, it will never look odd. 

2. Bathroom: 

Bathroom is definitely a very effective place for storing things. One might wonder: where the 

space is. See whether you can arrange your bathroom with these things: wall hooks for clothes 

and towels, shower caddies, two-tiered towel racks, small plastic drawer units, plastic baskets 

with handles, tension-mounted vertical storage space bar, small ornamental boxes, and in fact 

one can set a short desk for clothes as well. One may also install a shoe bag put up on the door 

so that the necessary details, mainly demanded in bathroom time, are near at hand. The list may 

take things such as disposable razors, soaps, hair clip[s, cotton balls, etc. Plastic looks better than 

wood in the bathroom. 

3 .Bedroom: 

It is known to everyone that bedroom is the most comforting place, even for the lonely sitters. 

Thus, it should always have the things that we need the most. There should be ample space for 

shelves, drawers, and hanging options. A closet does the best for the hanging clothes, but chests, 

or shelves must be there to store folded items properly as well. Use a nightstand that can have 

the shelf downwards where the pile of magazines and newspapers can be stored. Make sure that 

the shelves have been provided with shoe-keeping space. The closet with the slanted shelf for 

shoes can be a very effective choice for that.  
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This pattern of arranging items will make you happy, because you will get the things at hand’s 

reach which you demand the most. Most importantly, you will get enough space for the hall to 

decorate it with mind-boggling items. 
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Need Ideas How to Start? 
 

Perhaps this is something one always wants to stick to, but can’t for some hasty reasons. You like 

to see your home neatly organized; in fact, aspire if the case is the reverse. But, whenever you 

have taken the responsibility to arrange, if not beautify, things properly, something, some 

urgency, perhaps has driven your attention away, and once again a delay. You seem to forget this 

need, because primarily, it does not come into the urgent category. And the whole mess of things 

scattered, huddled, and imposed here and there starts irritating you again by denying you from 

an urgent need. This is the routine picture behind every resolution of home-organization.   

It’s not that tough as it seems to be. Only a good plan can carry you through the success line. 

These routine may be of excellent help for you: 

1. Don’t add something to the present chaos: 

First of all, you have to chalk your demands out. What happens mostly is we don’t keep things in 

their proper places. It worsens the case when you get a paper repeatedly when it is not 

demanded. The demanded one is lost in the chaos.  

Thus, arrange the existing things in their proper positions. Sort out what is needed and can be 

stored somewhere for now. Tell the other members of the family to organize things well. If you 

are suffering from this chaotic existence of things in your room, don’t worsen the case by adding 

some unnecessary things to this heap.  

2. Chalk out a plan: 

This is what we do again and again for our ordinary memory power. Don’t repeat the case. 

Otherwise failure will come over you. The moment the idea of cleaning your room comes to your 

head, sit down and make a plan of sorting out things. First highlight the area that needs 

restoration more than anything. Set the unnecessary ones away from the desk, and keep the 

demanding ones somewhere you can remember quickly. Then, move on to every room. Don’t 

keep work for another time. You will forget it again. The next time the pressure will be an extra 

as well. Chalk out the places where you are going to set things in. and start doing. If there is a 

problem, then write it on the notebook and set it somewhere you look at frequently. You can 

also highlight that date in your calendar. 
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3. Avoid the mistakes you committed earlier: 

This is very important because we tend to repeat the same problem again and again that results 

in our complete ignorance of home organization. Figure it out. Sit down, relax, and try to point 

out what the reasons were that kept your focus away from it. Was it an emergency or some 

routine affair that eventually collided with your new work? Or were you too tired to proceed? 

You need to notice these things, because once your initiative is obstructed by something, it’s 

tough to move on to that again. If there is any problem with time set-up, make sure that you set 

this work somewhere when it does not clash with another one. Avoid the mistakes you created 

earlier. You will gain confidence and mental peace. 

Make sure that the timing is when it’s accessible. Don’t forget that you are doing it for your own 

benefit. The organized you are, the happy you feel always. 
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Organizing – Closets  
 

 Polish Them and Live Organized 
 

Are you already mad with the chaotic clothing lurking inside your closet? Then maybe it is time 

to set up your closet organizing systems. Begin with these essential and easy tips to organize your 

closet and make the chore a successful makeover.  

First off, there are different kinds of closets available. Each of them serves its own purpose.  

1. The Hall Closet: 

One of the closet organizing systems for hall closet is through starting with the redistribution 

method. Give out any pieces which are better off stored in other parts of the house. Donate the 

outgrown and outdated coats and clothing to charity that will leave jackets and coats for the 

family as well as for the guests.  

Utilize a closed and open storage bin for the smaller items to be kept like the hats, mittens, or 

gloves. This closet organizing system will keep you under control of the belongings and will also 

provide easy access.  

2. The Linen Closet: 

They may be identified as linen closets yet in a lot of homes, they are more appropriately 

recognized as a catch-all. One of the easy linen closet organizing systems is to place the linens 

“front and center”. For the less-used items, place them in the side, bottom or top of the linen 

closet. Also, use a clear linen bag or plastic bin to place the out-of-season linens along with the 

other assortment. 

3. The Closet in Master Bedroom: 

A basic yet important closet organizing tip for the closet in the master bedroom is to allocate a 

space of the master bedroom’s closet for every partner where belongings can be pulled together 

easy and fast.  

Carefully choose shoes and clothes that are already outdated or worn out. If the closet does not 

have enough hanger space or shelves, you can solicit ideas from any home organizing stores. 
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Use a clear plastic bin to organize accessories and to store items, which will be placed on the 

higher shelf of the closet.  

4. Organizing Tools: 

There are useful and handy organizing tools available today. Selecting appropriate organizing 

tools should be part of your closet organizing systems since this will considerably organize the 

home easier. The over-the-door organizer for shoes is not only for the shoes. This multitasked 

tool can also hold mittens, gloves, office supplies, and kitchen spices.  

Moreover, purchase a wire shelf divider to keep the closet tidy and upright. An ottoman that is 

study enough is an ideal tool for the closet in the master’s bedroom. 
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Basic Tips in Closet Organizing 
 

All throughout society, if there is one common problem people experience, it’s the dreary look 

of closets. Yes, we all have organizing problems when it comes to our closets. Often times, we 

just feel that things would be simpler if we did not have to exert that much effort in keeping our 

closets organized. Things would definitely be easier if clothes would be left just strewn around. 

However, things would definitely be disorderly as well. 

Closet organizing is pretty simple, you know. This goes true in spite of the fact that there are 

different types of closets. With the different types of closets, you would also need different sets 

of tips as well. 

Let us go with the hall closet first then. Closet organizing is pretty simple with the hall closet. The 

hall closet is the spot where you would store whatever items you deem useless for the time being. 

Caps, vacuum cleaners, umbrellas, all these and more can be seen inside a hall closet. Pretty 

soon, you would even think your hall closet a mini-garage already! But closet organizing here 

begins with the redistribution of the items to other rooms. Examine each item carefully and think 

where you could place them and put them to good use. Plus, hall closets would be filled with old 

pieces of clothing and shoes. One effective way to closet organizing here is to get rid of these old 

clothes. Donate these to a local charity, if there are no plans to use them anymore. This way, the 

clothes would be put to good use. 

As for linen closets, closet organizing is made easier when you do one important step. This is to 

position the linens that are frequently used at the front and center part of the closet. This way, 

access to such linens would be made easier as well. Materials that are rarely used should then be 

placed at the sides, the top, and the bottom of the closet. 

As for the master bedroom closet, closet organizing is still easy here. A step towards closet 

organizing here is to set a portion of the closet where you can compose your outfit for the day. 

This way, you can come up with such an outfit faster! Also, it pays to examine the outfits you 

have in your closet, and determine which ones you no longer need. You can donate these to local 

charities as well. Not only will your closet be more organized, but you will also have more room 

for newer clothes to add to your wardrobe. 
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Organizing Your Messy Closet 
 

Introduction: 

Have you ever had an instance where you were looking for that special suit in a pile of clothes? 

Hard, isn’t it? You already have looked on your closet a couple of times but you just can’t seem 

to find it. The irony is, you are pretty sure that it really is there. You opened the closet again, the 

next thing you know you are attacked by an avalanche. 

A lot of people’s closet has unfortunately served multi purposes, instead of just merely keeping 

clothes away from a number of factors. It has become more than just a place to hang your 

perfectly ironed suit. In fact, in more cases than one, it has even become storage for things you 

wouldn’t want in the way. On top of a messy closet is an owner procrastinating on when he will 

decide to organize his closet. In fact, every possible alibi has been given just to delay organizing. 

There are a lot of misconceptions on how to organize a closet. But most of these misconceptions 

come from the lack of knowledge. So, you are probably thinking about tips on how to organize a 

closet. It is clearly in your best interests and there are great rewards that you will be getting out 

of this decision to organize. That’s mainly the reason why you are reading this article. Now, to 

cut you in for the chase, here are simple tips on how to organize a closet. 

 

How to Organize a Closet: 

� Take out all of your clothes. This process may take you a while but it is all worth it. Sort 

out the clothes that you don’t ever wear, those that no longer fit you, or those that don’t 

make you feel great when worn. You can donate them to charity. This way, you are 

organizing and helping. 

 

� Fold remaining clothes and organize them by season. Separate your summer clothes from 

your winter wears and stack them in your closet accordingly. A better way to place them 

is by color and by season. This way, you wouldn’t have any trouble finding your favorite 

blue shirt. You can also make use of separators, woods, or extra shelves.  

 

� If you own just a regular whole-spaced closet, you can improvise and put something 

between clothes to organize them. 
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� Once you have everything done, you will realize that from hours over hours of working to 

organize your closet, you can benefit greatly from the result. This will not only input 

principles on how to organize a closet but will also instill values of organization in life in 

general. 
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Organizing Your Husband’s Closet 
 

Typically, the closet of men varies physically and aesthetically from the closet of women. The 

sizes and types of items that need organization like the slacks, belts, ties and other men’s 

accessories present men to must get different closet storages for these item categories.  

The approach to closet organization tips entail removing all the items first to be able to assess 

which items are worth sorting out and which items are no longer usable, those that needs to be 

sent out to charities and donation groups or those that need to be thrown away. 

Here are several of the basic organization tips, including the solution to organize men’s items 

properly.  

1. The Clothing Items: 

The wardrobe of men is often made up of an assortment of dress shirts, pants, casual attire, 

blazers and suits set in no particular manner. One good strategy for men’s clothing organization 

is to have a lower and upper clothing hanging rod. This is helpful because the length of most male 

clothing types is similar.  

Establish this order through categorical clothes grouping. For instance, the slacks will go together 

so with the shirts and so on. To keep the order appearance and garment shapes of the clothes, 

button the top and down shirts, hanging them neatly.  

2. The Shoe Line: 

Though undeniably, females are infamous for flooding their closet with shoes, a lot of men also 

have their own wide collections, ranging from tennis shoes to flip-flops and dress shoes.  

Shoe organizing must be a part of closet organization tips for men. The way to keep your shoes 

neat-looking and set is numerous. You can place them on a layer atop the hanging clothes, 

through an over-the-door shoe organizer or shelves that are low stackable.  

The only key to bear in mind is to have shoe storage where all your collection can be placed. A 

pair of stray shoe can already lead to organization scheme abandonment eventually.  
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3. Ties: 

They are insignificant men’s accessories, often overlooked in the list of closet organization tips. 

Yet, items that can cause clutter should always be kept in a permanent area. Ties are included. A 

tie rack is a brilliant idea.  

4. Belts: 

Similar with organizing ties, belts also entail belt racks and other storage means. Among the 

essential closet organization tips that you one should remember is to not leave the belt in pants. 

It can lose the belt’s shape.  

You may choose to combine belts and ties in one and make one rack for these items.  

For the rest of the men’s accessories, supply storage. When you are equipped with closet 

organization tips, keep it the way you started organizing it. Maintain a good habit of putting the 

items back from its designated space. Through this way, your mornings are away from messy 

floor, one strayed shoe and head-aching day. 
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Organizing – Garage  
 

De-Clutter Your Garage with Garage Organization Ideas 
 

Organizing a garage may be considered the least among all organizing priorities, but it may 

actually be the most important especially when finding different stuffs. Many people may find 

the accumulation of different items, whether junk or not, as a major problem when organizing a 

garage. But if it is properly organized, you may find that your garage can have space to hold more 

items. You may also find that even those items that you consider junk can actually still be usable 

as well.  

There are different garage organization ideas that you can try. However, the extent to which 

garage organization ideas can work may vary. To organize your garage the best possible way, you 

may want to include a range of storage devices such as drawers, hooks and shelves. It is smart to 

maximize the wall the most since a garage usually has more wall space than the floor.  

Garage organization ideas can range from designating and arranging space for workshops, hobby 

areas, gardening equipment and others. Other than utilizing wall space, you can also make use 

of the ceiling as storage space as well. You can install strong hooks to put your luggage, ladders 

or bicycles. Moreover, you may install a storage shelf from the ceiling for occasionally used items 

such as Christmas décor and lights, camping equipment, etc.  

In addition, built-in shelves also give enough space for different items such as automotive 

supplies, bags, boxes, buckets, flowerpots, paint cans, spray bottles and others. Arrange them by 

category, putting like items altogether. You may want to put smaller items in compartments or 

boxes that are attached to, or sit on the shelves. Have labels on these spaces to identify which 

items are placed inside them.  

You may consider a specific storage area for items that require more detailed handling such as 

workshop or sports items. For instance, you can utilize a workbench to organize carpenter’s tool 

such as bolts, nuts, nails and screws. A rack or toolbox can also be good storage spaces too.  

For storing gardening equipment, you can combine inexpensive bins and crates for pots, potting 

soil, sprinkling cans and others. You can also install a tool strip, rack or hooks on the wall to store 

hoes, hoses, shovels, spades and rakes. Have recycle bins and handcarts for recycling purposes 

as well. So tidy up and control clutter in your garage with these garage organization ideas.  
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Garage Organizing Systems Made Easy 
 

A big majority of homeowners around the world live their lives suffering from a garage that looks 

like a landfill. Lucky for some, they can still fit their car inside the garage. Unfortunately for others, 

their new car is left parked in the cold outside, whilst their messy things takes over their garage. 

On a daily basis, homeowners struggle through the literal jungle of disorganization they call 

garage.  

If you thought that this is how garages are supposed to look like, you may just find yourself 

amazed that only due to simple garage organizing systems; it can look a whole lot better. Garage 

organizing systems don't necessarily have to be composed of complex and methodical steps that 

would require heavy artilleries. In fact, garage organizing systems would only require minimal 

equipment, but a whole lot of dedication and patience. Consider some basic objectives, more so, 

a vision on how you want things to look like after you your renovations.  

Simple Garage organizing systems: 

� Assess on the things in your garage. Sort out objects that are still in use as well as the ones 

that are not. When you are in doubt of a particular object, throw it out. Elimination is the 

perfect solution to lessen clutter buildup that has overwhelmingly overtaken your garage. 

A profitable idea is to hold garage sales to benefit from things unused. You can also give 

them to charity or perhaps visit a real landfill.  

 

� Another basic precursor of garage organizing systems is to clear the floor. Freeing up the 

floor space is always the best place to start. However, with all of the bicycles, lawn mower, 

snow blower, and wheel barrow scattered on the floor, freeing up and creating a floor 

space may seem impossible. An ideal method is to make an enclosed shed in each sides 

of the garage. If this task is too overwhelming for you to build, you can contact a local 

carpentry committee to help you. 

 

 

� And lastly, to create ideal garage organizing systems, you should run under one principle 

- if you can see it, you can find it. Organizing your garage in a way where you can see 

everything is always the way to go. The best method is to build clear storages and shelves. 

You can use hooks, cabinets, and racks to segregate every object in your garage.  

These simple steps can bring forth greater changes in your garage – all for the better. 

There are several principles that make up garage organizing systems, there are obscure 

and simpler ways, but it all boils down to the betterment of your garage.  
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Parking Stuffs to Where They Belong 
 

Merely contemplating on organizing your garage is already a tedious task, what more if you 

already start the schemes in garage organizing, plus you have no idea about the basics and 

essentials of it.  

Just because the garage is a part of the house where it seems all right for it to become 

disorganized does not mean you will just leave it like that forever. Start thinking about garage 

organizing and sooner, you will realize why you have not thought about this idea before.  

Remember that garage organizing is basically finding a selected space for all the belongings while 

still keeping the sporting goods and tools effortlessly accessible for daily use.   

1. Categorize and sort: 

First things should be done first. Empty the garage. Arrange everything according to categories. 

Separate the lawn maintenance equipment, electric tools, sporting equipment, etc. When you 

discover the heaps of stuff you really have, you will be able to decide what ways to better 

organize and keep everything.  

Moreover, if there are miscellaneous belongings which ended up stored by mistake, put them 

back to where they should be. If you see that the garages is already overflowing and beyond 

organization, consider everything and work out what items should actually be stored and which 

among the items should be placed in the attic or basement. Better yet, sell them during garage 

sales.  

2. Separate and keep seasonal items: 

Mount a rack where you can hang the lawn maintenance equipment and keep them accessible 

but safe from children. Any item which is used daily should be kept in an easy-to-reach area. 

When the winter is near, you know that you need snow blowers, ice crappers and snow shovels. 

Build a storage cabinet for these items along with the sleds, skis, or snow toys if you have them.  
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3. Mount additional cabinets and shelves: 

If your garage is not yet mounted with this, then now is the right time to fix one. Additional 

storage spaces helps in the garage organizing maintenance. This is also an inexpensive and space-

saver option. They key is to place regular-used items in an accessible place.  

4. Make a well-organized workspace: 

Some families use their garage as workspace. To better utilize the space, install a working table 

or bench. Sturdy tool chests or a pegboard are great ways of storing tools.  

5. Relocate trash to garage entrance: 

It is better to place the recycling bins and trashcans near the entrance of the garage. This garage 

organizing tip helps for an easy disposal of items. 
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Adding Space to Your Garage 
 

Garages are primarily built to provide shelter for automobiles. However, they are also used for 

storing tools, equipment’s and lots of other stuff. That is the main reason why most of today’s 

garages are quite notable for being disarray. One of the best way to tidy up your garage and at 

the same time have additional space is to use the wall of your garage by installing or putting up 

a garage wall organizer. 

Having a garage wall organizer brings about lots of benefits. One of the main benefits that garage 

wall organizer provides is that you won’t have a hard time finding a particular tool (unlike those 

who do not have garage wall organizers wherein the tools, equipment’s and other things are 

piled together). Garage wall organizers will provide you with additional free space, thereby 

providing you more room to work on.  

The wall is the best place to store and organize the tools, equipment’s and other things that you 

have on your garage because its wall is the largest part of a garage. And if you fully maximize and 

utilize the wall of your garage, you will see that your garage may not be as small as you think it 

is.  

Installing or putting up a garage wall organizer is quite easy (as long as you have all the right tools 

and equipment’s needed in installing a garage wall organizer). Garage wall organizers are 

mounted or installed on the garage walls using nuts, bolts, screws and nails. Setting them up is 

relatively easy, they can even be installed or set up by an amateur. However, in installing or 

setting up the garage wall organizer, always make sure that they are firmly screwed or bolted or 

nailed on the wall. If they are not properly and firmly installed or secured, sooner or later the 

wall organizer will fall off and would only clutter things up.  

Finding the right garage wall organizer that would suit your liking is very easy. That is because 

there are lots and lots of types of garage wall organizers available in the market these days. 

Garage wall organizers are generally made of three different materials; these are wood, metal 

and plastic materials. There are lots of garage wall organizers that are available in the market 

that have stylish and trendy designs. Having these kinds of garage wall organizers will add appeal 

to your garage. Therefore, if you want to ease up the tight space in your garage, installing a garage 

wall organizer will surely provide you with additional space in your garage. 
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Steps on How to Organize a Garage 
 

Are you constantly stumbling over rakes, camping gear, bikes, and even boxes that are filled with 

nothing more than assorted junk while your brand new mustang parks in the street? Take a quick 

look at your garage. Does it resemble a rummage outburst or any of that kind? If it does, may be 

it is time for you to organize. Who knows, you might just find that old tennis racket you’ve been 

looking for, or perhaps finally having enough space to park your car – inside this time! 

In most households, the garage is a common problem of disorganization. This is simply because 

organizing a garage is one tough job, mainly the reason why homeowners procrastinate on even 

beginning to clean up. However, most of this procrastination tends to merely be caused by lack 

of knowledge on how to organize a garage. If you would only know where and how to organize a 

garage, everything will just be a breeze. 

When the times comes that you finally want to see the end of your messy garage, then you might 

find these tips pm how to organize a garage handy. Always remember that it will not always be 

an easy task, but if you only stay positive and motivated, you will benefit from an organized 

garage more than you have ever imagined. 

 

Steps on how to organize a garage: 

� Empty your garage. This may sound like a Herculean task (indeed it is), but it is all doable. 

With the help of family members, or even some friends, you too can accomplish this. Sort 

out things into categories, such as sporting equipment, tools, camping gear, and the likes.  

 

� Sorting everything out can also help you decide and finally realize what belongs to the 

garage or to the thrash. Perhaps, this can also be the time to set out things that you will 

not be using and establish a garage sale. This will not only gain you extra money, but will 

also eliminate the need for extra storage room.  

 

� Put additional storage spaces on your garage. You can mount cabinets and shelves onto 

the walls. All you have to remember is to store every item in such a manner that they can 

be accessible. Investing in few storage units can make your garage organization a whole 

lot easier.  
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� Now that you have put up everything in their rightful places, you will discover a whole 

new space, per se, a whole new garage that you will be benefiting for a long, long time.  

These tips on how to organize a garage will not only create a managed garage, but an 

easier life. 
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Organizing – Kitchens 
 

The Basic Steps to Organize Your Kitchen 
 

Whether you have just moved in or your present arrangement is not flowing smoothly as it should 

be, arranging your kitchen streamlines the activities and keeps the place tidy and neat.  

Thinking on how to organize a kitchen gets better if you follow basic and essential steps.  

Throw any materials that you will no longer use. If you do not want to toss it, you can hand them 

to a relative or friend, contribute it to a garage sale at the neighborhood or give it all to charity.  

But make sure you are honest. When was the last time you use the melon baller, the cookie press 

or the meatball scoop? Do you really know what a gizmo does? Do you have to pick two pairs of 

them? If you discard it, you should no longer look for those you no longer use or even locate a 

space for storing it.  

Replace anything that no longer works. If you see that the handle of your pot already rattles, the 

spout will clog up. If you observe that your pan often burns the food, repair or better replace it. 

If you cannot buy for a new one now, just list it on a notepad and save some pennies. You may 

also request one as a holiday or birthday present.  

Keep frequently used things in an easy-to-reach location. Take notice of the things you often 

utilized. Sort out where the object is usually most used. Rarely used items such as roasting pans 

which you only get during special occasions, may be kept on a higher shelve or in the cabinets 

back. You can also put them out at the garage, basement, closet of the guest room, attic or in a 

box.  

Design a center of activity and keep the related utensils close to where they are often used. Here 

are common activity centers which will deem considerable on how to organize your kitchen.  

1. Pantry or storage: 

Consider the freezer as an extension of the pantry or storage. Whether the food will be stored in 

a cabinet, a pantry, or a closet, remember to periodically go through and empty items which are 

badly old or obsolete.  
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2. Preparation: 

Measuring spoons and cups, knives, mixing bowls and cutting board must all be stored here. This 

is one basic step on how to organize your kitchen. 

3. Cooking: 

This refers to the oven and stove as well as the utensils that go along. This part of the kitchen 

must include pans and pots, spatulas, spoons and pot holders. 

Additionally, do not forget to sort out things for baking, serving, cleaning and waste disposal. 

Always clear out the counter of the kitchen. Create a list of the kitchen needs that you have to 

purchase. Lastly, clean the moment you go.  

These are the simple and basic steps on how to organize a kitchen, to result clean-looking and 

hygienic dining and meal preparation area. 
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Organizing – Bedrooms   
 

 Easing and calming your mental state 
 

Bedroom organization considerably affects one’s mind condition. Why? You feel more relaxed 

and calm in an orderly, neat and clean room, don’t you? So when you are barraged with piles of 

clothes, scattered shoes and mess on the bedside table at night, you will have rushed mornings, 

definitely.  

Organizing bedroom definitely is something to learn about and practice for an orderly and mess-

free home. When you organize your sleeping room, you will immediately feel the result. Most 

likely, the sleep becomes safe and sound, waking up with a finer and better attitude.  

Here are few suggestions on organizing bedroom: 

� The bed – this is the part of the bedroom where the organization should start. For your 

bed, buy those pull-over sheets than the big normal ones, which still need to be slipped 

under your mattress. It will save a lot of hassle and time during your bed sheet changing. 

They also take up lesser space when kept because pulled over sheets are smaller.  

� The next place is under the bed. Some beds have built-in storage areas and drawers that 

are useful. If the area underneath is empty, you better utilize the space. You will find 

several stuffs suitable to be kept under the beds. You can use boxes filled with stuffs and 

place it under.  

� For the boxes, choose those who have wheels so you can easily pull them out when you 

need them. Besides, it will give no mess to the knees and hands.  

� The wardrobe – always begin by taking all the things kept in the closet. Break down the 

categories of your clothes according to three: one, clothes that are kept unworn for a long 

time already, next, clothes which might pose use and third, clothes that is worn regularly.  

� Get a closet that has several divisions and place your clothing there according to the 

following category. You can also opt to hang them if the closet has enough space for 

hanging several clothes. 

� Separate the lingerie from socks, pants, shirts, sleeping wardrobe and some other. This 

will guide you usefully when choosing and finding the clothing that you will need every 

day.  

� Additionally, a laundry bag provides a huge help in organizing bedroom. This should clean 

the mess of scattered dirty clothes on the floor.    
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The bedroom lighting: 

Organizing bedroom also covers fixing the room lighting. If possible, have a dim light. This will 

also better your mind state as you are about to sleep because studies shown that dim lights 

contribute to easy drowsiness and sleeping. You can also have a stereo in your bedroom, as this 

will create a soothing and calm ambience of the inside. You can grab them with candles as an 

added touch.  

Bedrooms are supposed to be regarded as a haven for get away and relaxation. Organizing 

bedroom is indeed an essential household thing to do regularly.  

After all, everyone always loves to get home and relax in an orderly, neat and clean space. 
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Organizing – Room 
 

Beginners’ Help on How to Organize Your Room 
 

For over years, you have been dreaming of getting your entire house organized. But you just 

don’t have the entire week to do it. Ideally, a full house organization is impossible to do over one 

weekend. Take it step by step, preferably one room at a time. Start by cleaning your room, when 

you get the rhythm of organizing, the rest will follow. The next thing you know, you’ll have the 

whole house organized in no time. 

However, the main problem here is where and how to start. You are lucky if you are acquainted 

with some basic principles on how to organize your room. But for those who are entirely 

unacquainted, do not fret. Help is on the way. Here are ways on how to organize your room. 

 

Steps on how to organize your room: 

� Start with smaller projects, one at a time. You could start by organizing a table or a desk 

and then gradually move along to bigger projects like closets and re-arranging.  

 

� Pile the things you would still want to keep and throw away. It would also be helpful to 

arrange smaller things you are using more often, things that are used but not much, and 

things that are mainly for display purposes only. The only rule on how to organize your 

room is – when you are in doubt, better throw it out. You could also segregate things that 

you can give away and things that you are planning on selling.  

 

� On the other hand, if your room is dreadfully cluttered, it would be preferable to start 

cleaning out on larger areas or objects, like the closet or the bed. You also have to 

remember that when stacking piles of things you just can’t let go, it is advisable to stack 

things up. Using storage space in height rather than in width is more space saver. You 

could also make use of extra cabinets, racks, shelves, and other storages to keep things 

organized.  

� Another very important reminder on how to organize your room is to arrange thins 

according to categories. Separate things like, cosmetics, bathroom supplies, writing 

utensils, should be kept in specific places for easier look up. 
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These are only some of the countless ways on how to organize your room. Apart from these 

methods to be applied, another very important factor of any organizing is patience and 

perseverance. Do not easily get disappointed. Be positive that and always remember that the 

effort you spare will all be worth it. 
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Organizing Ideas for a Homey Home Environment 
 

Organization. This word seems to level it all. If you have been tired going home just to see a 

cluttered living room, read and be inspired of the organizing ideas some people share. You might 

see your life sorted out after these organizing ideas are read.  

Easy Identification. Whether you organize a toy room or messy craft supplies, it always helps to 

go with a simple and easy identification system. Suggestions include labeling a transparent box, 

marked with certain labels. If you got opaque boxes, you can clip it with Polaroid’s.  

Arranging a Picture Made Simple. Grab this technique as among the helpful organizing ideas 

when you are sorting out pictures on your wall. For instance, you can cut a piece of brown-colored 

paper, larger than the size of the picture you are going to hang. Use a low-tack adhesive tape in 

placing the cut papers on the wall. When you are done designing a perfect arrangement of the 

pictures, drill a hole and place the pictures.  

Instant Room. Are you looking for a separate space as your sewing or office room? Few of the 

wise organizing ideas are to create a workspace out of a closet. If you have enough space of the 

closet that is not used up, make it as an instant room for office or sewing. You can also place your 

computer and just make a pull-put shelf for its keyboard.  

Dealing with the Mails. Do not bulk your home with unwanted mails delivered. Empty your 

mailbox every day, as possible. The moment you walk inside your home, shred or throw anything 

that you do not really need. However, take care of the important bills that you receive 

immediately before losing them. If you have scheduled to pay your bills later, keep them in an 

easy-identified location to avoid late payments and be incurred with fees.  

 

Dirty Clothes. Always get a place for dirty clothes so that everyone in the house knows where to 

put them. Definitely not on the floor, laundry bag or basket is an ideal place to designate the 

colored and white dirty clothes, which needs washing. Also, do not let the dirty clothes pile get 

bigger. Laundry smaller segments of clothes and avoid an overload laundry later.  

 

Have a place for each item in the house. Put those things back from where it is usually stored. 

For instance, a magazine at a living room rack should not be seen on a kitchen table. This 

organizing idea avoids things to stock up.  

These organizing ideas are great to enjoy a clutter-free home with the whole family. 
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Brighten Up Your Bathroom 
 

Bathrooms have a tendency to have a cold feel. Surrounded by marble, tile, travertine, porcelain, 

glass, and metal, it is no news that the bathroom isn't the warmest place in the house.  

The cold feel of a bathroom, however, can be easily counteracted with the application of lighting 

styles and effects that bring out the warmth of color and brighten up the room. 

 Bathrooms tend to be dark. Unless you have a window, it can be hard to give natural lighting to 

an enclosed room. 

If you find it that your bathroom is dull, you can use a higher wattage light bulb to add a bit more 

glow to the space. Recessed lighting is a beautiful detail in bathrooms, as it offers lighting that 

simulates that of skylight. 

Changing your original fixtures might be the best solution to your lighting problem, and gives you 

a chance to add character and flair to your bathroom at the same time. You can select anything 

from stylish sconces to track lighting, and if your bathroom is big enough, you can incorporate a 

lamp on the vanity. 

If you have to install switches in unusual locations, make sure to select from the lighted ones so 

that you can identify the switch in the middle of the night. 

A great way to add intimacy to a bathroom is to incorporate a dimmer that will give you a wide 

array of options when it's time to take a relaxing bath or when getting ready to go out. 

To find more ideas on bathroom lighting, visit a store like Home Depot, Lowes, or Sears and check 

out the infinite options that they have for you to choose from. 

Brightening up your bathroom is so easy that you can do it all in a day without even breaking a 

sweat. 
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Miscellaneous Organizing Tips 
 

Making Life Easier and Hassle – Free     
 

Often, it is a disregarded area of thought, yet reaching home organization actually makes life a 

lot easier. For some, it is not their thought of fun but home organization is definitely worthy of 

the time spent to accomplish it.  

Here are few essential and helpful home organization tips to ponder if you want to live life easier. 

Little Work, Easier Life 

When you are living in an ordered home, you will have fun with your life more. You do not have 

to look for the pair of your mismatched shoe buried under a mixed pile of toys, unopened 

purchases or outgrown clothing. Home organization will give you predictability so you will always 

know where to look for the thing that you are searching for.  

You also save money if you prioritize home organization. Aside from that, when your home is 

organized, you do not have to get duplicate items for things that you actually know you have yet 

you just cannot find in time.  

Tools Need of Organization 

There are a lot of tools that contribute to home organization achievement. Many stores focus in 

advertising products which aid you in organizing your living quarter, yet it is essential to take 

record prior to buying these products. Otherwise, you might just add clutter to your home. These 

home organization tips are among the most applicable and suggested guidelines to achieve a 

well-thought home organization.  

Have time on TV 

Research has shown that sitting and gluing oneself on television makes a considerable help in the 

efforts of home organization. There is few television programs whose main focus is guiding 

viewers get ordered. You may find several books as well that talk about the home organization 

subject. Do not feel awkward about getting those kinds of products. They pose a tremendous 

help especially if you got no clue about home organization tips and getting structured.  
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An investment to time that compensates  

Remember that the hours and days you spend arranging your home eventually pays off tenfold. 

One thing is the reduction of the level of your stress due to rush mornings. There is no more 

panicky seconds looking for car keys or mismatched shoes or misplaced mobile phones when 

every single thing is put in its proper place.  

Bid goodbye to clutters 

At times, home organization intends the need to detach with some materials. After tossing items, 

it is considerably helpful to curb future purchases. This helps cut down the unnecessary clutter. 

If you cannot find for a place to keep a particular item, you will have no idea where to find them 

the time you will need them.  

Considering these home organization tips brings you to an easier and well-ordered living. When 

you do not know how to deal with a chaotic quarter, just go back to these home organization 

tips. You will find yourself living a hassle-free environment. 
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A Step Closer to Success 
 

If there is one thing multibillion dollar business tycoons all over the world have in common, it is 

the fact that they have exceptional organizational skills. Being organized is indeed something that 

can bring anybody in the world so many benefits to enjoy. A popular misconception is that these 

business tycoons were born with these exceptional skills at being organized. Although this could 

indeed be true to some extent, it does not necessarily follow that all successful business tycoons 

have such skills since birth. This is because being organized is actually a choice. Organizational 

skills can be acquired by just about anybody of any profession in any sort of industry. You, too, 

can become such a tycoon in your own right! Here are some organizing tips you may want to 

keep in mind. 

The first of these organizing tips to remember is that there is a place for everything. Some may 

see this as too much of a cliché to be included as one of the effective organizing tips to remember. 

But this is indeed very true. The key here is to assign important things appropriate locations. 

Computer files, for starters, are quite hard to organize. The better option here is to 

compartmentalize these files into folders accordingly. Image files can be saved inside a single 

folder. Video and music files can also be stored in a separate folder. Documents and word files 

should also be saved separately. Employing this system can indeed help you. 

The second of the hardcore organizing tips you should remember is that procrastination helps no 

one. Once something is brought into your hands, immediately store or save it in its appropriate 

spot. Do not set it aside for later. Leaving it for later would just mean storing it at some meantime 

spot, only to be moved again at a later time. Deal with the situation accordingly and immediately. 

The need for radical changes in terms of purchasing habits is next on the list of effective 

organizing tips. More often than not, we find ourselves buying things we do not really need. We 

merely buy them because they are on sale, and we’re thinking of the savings we incur. Remember 

that these things are not really needed in the first place, so it would actually defeat the purpose 

of purchasing them. 

Paper clutter is a definite no-no, as recommended by organizing tips. Dispose of unnecessary 

files, letters, brochures, pamphlets, flyers, and the like. This goes for both your house and your 

office. With less paper clutter, your pad or office would definitely become more organized. 
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Best Tips 
 

Organizing things around your house cannot be as difficult as most people with messy homes 

think it is. Here we give you a few tips to go through it smoothly. 

Start With a Plan 

Take one thing at a time. Aspiring to organize the entire house in a day with just randomly starting 

off with any corner will not be successful. Do something simpler. Take a walk around your house. 

Make notes, mental or otherwise, of the things you want to sort out, be it furniture, fittings or 

clothes and papers just lying around. Just make a note. 

Tackle One Room at a Time 

Once you begin, do not empty drawers after drawers, shelves after shelves and try to sort 

everything back. You will get lost among the rubble you create. Pull on drawer at a time, put 

things back neatly, and move on to the next. Finish one room before moving on to another, 

The Three-Pile System 

This is possibly the best method of organizing quickly with least confusion. Create a pile each for 

throw away things, for giveaway things, and for keep away things. After a pile takes of adequate 

proportion, try and put it in its respective place, like take the throw away pile to the trash can, 

the giveaway pile to the garage, and so on. 

Minimize the Clutter 

The maximum number of items that we see around our homes is things we do not need and do 

not use very often, but still keep them in the hope that they will perform some very crucial 

function around the household someday. Such items are the kinds that must be gotten rid of at 

the earliest. If you have not figured out how to use something for this long, you will not come up 

with ways to put it to use in the future either. 

Use Storage Solutions 

Invest in baskets, boxes, bins, pocket baskets so that you have a slot for each item in your house. 

Storing everything in one huge seamless drawer or shelf makes it difficult to find things, and even 

difficult to put them back, creating more mess. 
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Color Code and Label 

Code all your stuff according to color. Divide them in any manageable group and colors code 

them. This will help you remember in boxes of which color to look for a particular items and 

where to put it back. 
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Well Worth-Considering Garage Organization Tips to Check Out 
 

Life’s progress takes in acquiring items of every shape and size. Some are of use while some are 

of not that much. When things are taken profit of to the maximum potential, they are sent out 

to its last stop before tossing it in the trash – the garage.  

Some things are appropriate for garbage dump. They include the sporting equipment, outdoor 

toys and hand tools. The garage is an amazing reserve for the house yet a messy one even poses 

danger. Check out these few garage organization tips and the whole family might appreciate the 

results.  

One of the garage organization tips includes setting a time to gather the whole family and deal 

with the clutter of the place together. Surely, each one in the home has an attachment level of 

the dumped items in the garage, thus make the garage organization a group chore.  

You can also set a garage sale date, if it is difficult to obtain quorum among the family members. 

Start through categorization of the things found in the storage area. Decide on the materials that 

you would like to keep and keep them in a certain part of the backyard.  

Create also a separate place for the objects which can still be used yet you no longer need. You 

can sell them. Also get a trash bin for the objects that you plan to sell or donate.  

When you finish sorting out the things, go through the pile of “for sale” items. Whatever items 

are not sold during the garage auction can be given to charity. You also have the option apart 

from handing it to charity. For instance, when a good-shaped lumbers, you can give them to your 

local neighborhood theater. A donation is a help to few neighbors and it also provides tax 

deductions if given to non-profit groups.  

Probably among the most basic garage organization tips that also apply to general organizing 

ideas is to sort everything according to its use. Have an easy identification of the items in the 

garage. You may design a pile for sporting equipment, garden tools, holiday decorations, toys 

and others.  

At this point, visit the hardware and purchase organizational tools, which will perfectly suit your 

home needs. When you purchase any hardware, make sure to include heaps of hooks to utilize 

the walls of your garage.  

Utilize them to mount bikes, sporting equipment, garden tools, etc. With a lot of styles and sizes 

available for hooks, you can actually hang anything. For the other garage walls, you may install 

shelving from kitchen cabinets to actual bookcases.  
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Secure the storage units with get away with accidents since most equipment stored in the garage 

are heavy. One more important thing, keep all the flammable items in a flameproof cabinet.  

These garage organization tips will sure to make things easier and for the family’s life to become 

lighter. Figure these garage organization tips and experience a light and clutter-free home. 
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Household Organizing Tips for an Organized Home Living 
 

Household organizing will never be easier and simpler if you start with the basic outline. The 

essential key here is to find out the quickest way of organizing and cleaning while being thorough 

and efficient.  

When the household organizing process gets rote, you will discover that the cleaning routine is 

less tedious and time consuming. Here are few basic tips to organize your household and live an 

organized life.  

Divide the big tasks into smaller ones. How? Create a note of the places in the house which you 

would wish transform into a more organized area. This can be overwhelming so break down the 

jobs for the task to become more manageable. Take every job at a time. Things are done before 

you notice it. 

Place belongings in a clear plastic box or bag. Through this, it is no longer necessary to un-stack 

all the boxes and open every of them to look for something. That is definitely energy and time 

wasting. With clear bags and boxes, visibility and chances of finding the thing you are looking for 

easily is higher.  

Some unneeded belongings are stored in the attic or basement areas of the house. However, 

there is always a time that you need to scavenge those areas to look for something. For this to 

become easier, note everything that you have stored in the box or on the shelf at the attic or 

basement. This is another timesaving household organizing tip.  

Moreover, before buying anything, make sure you know where those items are going in the 

home. This is one great habit to practice. It will make one pause and consider prior to buying. It 

can also save one from the hassles of taking the items back or placing them in the attic or 

basement.  

Avoid piling up junk mails. Paper clutters are among the biggest problems faced by every 

household. Junk mail and few papers are bombarded daily. For this, make a plan. A simple 

trashcan will do. Check out your daily mails and toss those unwanted ones upon opening. Your 

needed mails must be kept in a file or a folder. To be more organized, mark them a heading that 

goes like to sign, to redeem, to call, to return, to pay, to fax or to do. 

Put the out-of-season clothing and belongings in an empty suitcase and put them under the bed 

or on a shelf in a closet. If you have a bed riser, utilize the space under it. 
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Avoid closet hunting when you go through your wardrobe and decide what to wear for the day. 

This simply means that you should hang all the skirts together, pants together, shirts together, 

and so on.  

Finally, there is no right or wrong when it comes to household organizing. So long as the tasks 

and schedule for home organizing will fit your style, schedule, and of course energy, any 

household organizing system will always be a big help. 
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The Great Tips to Organizing Kids Rooms 
 

“Fix your room!” has been a common rebel yell heard from parents of every household, whose 

kids create terrible and head-aching mess. 

Essentially, one must be aware that everyone is not born organized, just like everyone is not born 

with mechanics or art skills. However, everyone can be trained about the basic organization 

principles given enough instruction and motivation. 

As parents, teach your children the essentials of organizing kid’s rooms. This will considerably 

contribute to their personal development and growth all through their lives. This will also 

contribute to peaceful living surroundings of the entire family.  

What Parents Can Do in Organizing Kids Rooms: 

1. Begin with an order playing and living space. When the right age of the child comes that 

she/he can already recognize colors, this is also the start of your main building block to achieve 

good organization. 

2. Make it a game and a habit. Picking up scattered toys on the floor can be converted into a 

game. For instance, they are enjoying the Lego toys; all of them will be kept in the red box while 

the rest in the green one. The same goes for the children’s books. The books will be at the blue 

shelf while the audiotapes will be in the yellow one.  

3. Pictures may also be a significant help to identify what goes where. The child may not be 

aware of it yet you are training them the basic principles of organizing kid’s rooms: putting all 

alike things in one place.  

4. Create a maintenance schedule. The usual wax and wane approach in organizing kid’s rooms 

can frustrate and vex children. Their playroom is clean, they enjoy playing then suddenly, and it 

goes back to disorganized space. This dilemma may be lessened through morning pickup, the 

time for comforter straightening, pillow returning or sending dirty clothes to the laundry basket.  

5. Arrange, pile up and simplify. Kid’s room are often small, shared and usually lack built-in 

storage. However, their room is host to outgrown and out-of-season clothing, household 

overflow or surplus toys. Sort things out because children cannot also stay organized if they have 

crammed closets or stuffed drawers.  

6. Label. When it comes to organizing kids rooms, labeling often saves the day. Design simple 

vivid labels through your computer printer. You can have pictures of shirts, blocks, shirts, or dolls 
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That will help them remind where these belongings go. Moreover, you can also enhance the 

reading skill of your child by marking large-type wording along with the pictures.  

For now, take a look at your own room. A good example is worth a daily dozen instruction. 
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Section II: Home Decoration Ideas 
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Getting Started with Decorating 
 

 

Do's and Don'ts of Home Décor: Getting Started 
 

While home décor is all about creativity and adding your personal touch, there are a few rules to 

follow to maximize the flow and harmony of any room. The guidelines to home decorating are 

broad, and will allow you to think outside of the box while imposing just a few small restrictions. 

Here are a few do's and don’ts of interior decorating: 

Do research different décor styles to find the one that best suits your taste and home 

functionality. 

Do take in mind that when it comes to furniture, a high price usually means high quality. Even 

though it might seem like an unnecessary expenditure, selecting a quality piece of furniture from 

the start will save you money and time in the long run. 

Don't overspend on items without being aware of your budget and restrictions. 

Do define the focal point of the room. Decorate in straight lines around it to maintain slight 

symmetry and harmony. 

Don't plan your layout without first considering the room’s focal point and how you will preserve 

its attractiveness. In this way, your décor will be placed where it will be appreciated without 

taking away from the attention drawn to the focal point. 

Do make a rough draft of your potential layout, accounting for space measurements of the 

different components of the room. This includes walls, adjacent walls, closets, windows, 

electrical sockets, and doors. 

Do test different locations and layout possibilities that you may have not considered. These might 

offer just the look that you're after. 

Do think about the functionality of a room before establishing a theme or home décor style. 

Always be sure that the atmosphere is relevant to the uses of the room and the way your family 

“works.” 
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Don't forget to consider the essence of your home, including architectural features, location, and 

atmosphere, before deciding on a décor style. 
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Do's and Don'ts of Home Décor: Decorating II 
 

Do emphasize lighting, as it can have a significant effect on the overall look and impact of a room. 

Don't overspend on items that will not stand the test of time. Trendy items tend to get outdated 

as the seasons pass, while a more classic or functional design will last for years to come. 

Do repeat colors and patterns throughout your home to maintain continuity between rooms. 

Don't make drastic décor changes between house areas, as this put stress on the mind and take 

away from the effect of your decorative touch. 

Do use contrasting colors, Patterns, and textures to add complexity to a boring room. 

Do use repetitive shapes and patterns to emphasize on adornments and accents. 

Don't limit yourself to pairs or even numbers. Repetition can be used in many ways, and there 

are no rules as to how many items will have the best effect in a room. Do get samples of paint or 

fabrics that you can review and compare at home. 

Don't jump into a decision too soon. Take samples home and look at the color in different times 

of the day and under various lighting styles to make sure that it will suit your taste and décor 

theme. 

Do reupholster furniture to unify disconnected items in a room. For a cheaper and more 

convenient alternative, use slip covers for sofas and chairs. These make a drastic change without 

costing too much. 

Don't forget to account for accents and details in your budget. These are small expenditures, but 

when added up, they can represent a big chunk of what you're willing to spend. 

Do use horizontal lines to highlight a room's length and set up a casual, relaxed atmosphere. 

Don't get stuck with an item if you don't like how it looks in a particular layout. If you are attached 

to it, put it in a different room or use a DIY technique to upgrade it to fit your new style. If these 

options are not possible, store it in a dry, dark place until you can find a place for it. 
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Do's and Don'ts of Home Décor: Decorating III 
 

Do get rid of things that are not pleasing to your taste anymore. If don’t want to throw something 

away, try selling it on a site like craigslist or donate it to a charitable thrift shop. 

Don't start painting without first selecting your accent fabrics and materials, and also get a 

glimpse of the whole on a smaller scale. 

Do use vertical lines to accentuate a formal room or to maximize the perception of height in a 

small space. 

Don't continue painting if you don't like the color. Ask a clerk at your local paint store to darken, 

lighten, or add more of a color instead of buying a whole new set of paint. 

Do remember that paint will look lighter, less glossy, and more even as it dries. 

Don't use too many textures, patterns, or colors that distract the eye from the great features of 

the room. 

Do pay close attention to proportion and scale to balance elements in a room. If you have a focal 

point that is elevated, include tall elements like plants or screens to balance out the distribution 

of the visual effect that your décor will have. 

Don't buy low cost furniture because you can get more for less. Cheap furniture won’t last as long 

as higher priced furniture and you might find yourself having to replace four or five pieces at 

once. 

Do invest in higher quality furniture that is classic and will stand the test of time. You'll seldom 

have to replace a higher quality piece, as they are sturdy and easy to fix up. 

Do establish areas functional to conversations that are slightly confined to maximize interaction 

and prevent a loud, messy atmosphere. 
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Materializing Your Home Décor Visions 
 

So you've made the decision to redecorate your home. Now it's time to put your ideas into 

practice. 

Once you realize that your living room needs a brighter aura or that you kitchen needs a 

functional upgrade, a surge of ideas comes running through your head. But in many cases, and 

especially if decorating is not your forte, those ideas come disorganized and unconnected. They 

leave us with a general vision of “what we want.” 

A good way to put those ideas into a tangible, visual scheme is to familiarize you with different 

decor styles and choices. 

I've found that subscribing to home decor catalogs gives me an arsenal of home decor ideas, as 

it materializes my own decor visions into a concrete concept.  

As I browse through home decorating catalogs I think of myriad of things, from small upgrades 

that I can do today to big changes that I plan for the future. 

Sometimes ideas come in colors. Whether you suddenly got sick of the brick red in the kitchen or 

you have a vision of your dining room embedded in royal purple, colors are an important part of 

home decor. A change of hue is a cheap and easy DIY way to give any old, boring room a brand 

new feel. 

To materialize your color ideas, there are many types of decor software that allow you to 

customize the colors in a room and see the prospective result. There are also some free features 

on home decoration sites and paint sites that allow you to test the paint colors they sell in 

different decor styles. Both of these are excellent ways to see your visions of color applied. 

Many people are afraid of taking risks and are concerned that they will end up with a room that 

distresses them instead of soothing them. To prevent this as much as possible, and to explore 

your decoration creativity without fear, materialize your visions first. You'll feel a lot safer if you 

can see its true potential before you put in your hard work and efforts. 
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Keeping Your Remodeling Plans Organized 
 

Home decorating involves many different elements. You must keep track of them in order to 

achieve a successful design that pleases your taste and your home's functionality. 

Many times I come up with ideas that, if I don't track, I’ll forget after a day or so and never put 

into practice. Since work, family, and hobbies take such a large part of our time, keeping tabs on 

your décor ideas and prospects is a good idea to prevent them from slipping away. 

If you keep your ideas and resources organized, you'll save time and will be able to apply most, 

if not all, of the ideas that you come up with. 

If you build an orderly portfolio of your likes and dislikes, it will be a lot easier for you to pick out 

the right options for the style of décor that you select. 

First, you must select a place to put your information. You can choose anything from a nice box 

to a briefcase or small filing cabinet. 

If you are planning on taking your resources to your local design store, make sure to select a 

carrying bag that is easy to transport back and forth from place to place. There are some essential 

items to have on hand to record your ideas and make choices that are relevant to your décor's 

theme and atmosphere. You can keep magazine cuttings and fabric samples to remind yourself 

of techniques or styles that you want to employ. 

It's also important to have something to write with, just in case you need to note information 

such as paint colors, hardware brands, or other design tips. For paper, you can use post-its or 

notepads to compile your info and separate it if needed. 

Finally, keeping a floor plan of the room you are going to decorate handy will save you extra trips 

to the store. Make sure that your floor plan is to scale and has exact measurements so that you 

can select the best option from the choices you have.  

Measurements should include everything from doors to walls and windows. The floor plan should 

also have unusable nooks and electrical outlets so that you can best consider the layout of your 

furniture. 
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Design Elements: Balance and Harmony 
 

The elements of design include an established concept of equilibrium that is defined by balance 

and harmony. 

Balance can be either symmetrical or asymmetrical. When there is symmetry, objects exist in 

pairs or in even numbers to cancel each other out and maintain neutrality. Symmetry is 

particularly important in formal styles of décor, as it aids in the maintenance of order and clean 

lines that is reflected by this type of home décor. 

Asymmetry, on the other hand, represents imperfection, casualty, and a relaxed atmosphere. An 

asymmetrical arrangement could be a set of three different candles that are grouped together 

as a focal point. In a symmetrical layout, the candles would be the same, spaced apart at equal 

distances, and preferably used in pairs. 

Balance is also a description of how things are set up in a room and how they work together to 

create a pleasing environment, as well as how they draw the eye. 

Just like a painting would look empty if most of the color is on one side of the canvas, a room 

would feel unbalanced if elements were not cancelled out by another element on the opposite 

side of the room. 

With this in mind, balance is a measure of the weight and size of the components of a room, and 

also how that quantity or volume is dispersed throughout the space. 

Furthermore, harmony is another aspect of home décor that is important in maintaining a home 

that is inviting and inspires tranquility. 

When we say harmony, this doesn't mean that all the components of your design must be 

coordinated and matched to perfection. Rather, all furniture, accents, and accessories ought to 

follow a certain theme and complement the décor that you have chosen for the home or room. 
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Design Elements: Color and Texture 
 

Design incorporates many elements that rule and define the result of a particular style of home 

décor. Amongst them, color and texture represent two important aspects of maintaining an 

invigorating yet soothing and comfortable environment to live in. 

Color is essential to our well-being and plays an important role in mood and emotion. Humans 

can perceive more than 15 million colors, finding comfort in some and energy in others. 

The color green, for example, signifies harmony, peace, and nature, while yellow is related to 

youth, fun, creativity, and warmth. Red indicates passion and love, and blue reminds us of the 

ocean, tranquility, and security. 

Selecting pleasing colors for your rooms doesn't always mean selecting the ones you like. If you 

are after harmony, balance, peace, warmth, and tranquility, a color scheme with hues of greens, 

blues, whites, and tons of gold, yellow, or red is sure to do the trick. If you're after an invigorating 

environment, choose colors such as orange, yellow, magenta, turquoise, and aqua to energize 

and brighten the atmosphere. 

Texture is another critical aspect of home décor, as it gives a room complexity and detail while 

complementing the décor in a subtle way. 

Texture is generally used to attract immediate attention to an area, especially if the color scheme 

is restricted to just a few similar colors. 

Fabrics are perhaps the best way to incorporate texture into a room, with options varying from 

linens to silk, wool, and pique, amongst many others. 

However, texture can also be added by incorporating different types of materials. A combination 

of walnut furniture, butcher’s block, plaid valances, and stainless steel appliances would add 

interest and complexity to a lodge style of décor. 
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Design Elements: Floral 
 

Floral patterns, fresh flowers, and high-quality artificial flowers give a home a beautiful natural 

look that is simple to achieve. Flowers and flower patterns can be traditional or artistic.  

Flower arrangements offer a classic character to any space in any style of décor. Using flower 

arrangements, showcasing flowers in vases or making faux flower arrangements can give your 

home that fresh look you wanted to incorporate. 

Add a centerpiece to your dining table or dress a side table with a small jar of jasmine to add a 

splash of color and spread a nice scent throughout your home. There are many varieties of 

flowers that you can choose from. You are guaranteed to find a species that will suit your décor 

and color scheme. Familiarizing you with the different types of flowers that exist and how to care 

for them is a surefire way to expand your design knowledge. This will also equip you with the 

necessary tools to make the most suitable decision for your type of décor. 

For traditional styles, you can use roses, daisies, calla lilies, wheat stems, and bamboo. For French 

country styles, you can add character and color by using typical terracotta pots or aluminum 

buckets to add to the countryside air of this décor style. 

For contemporary and romantic styles of décor, such as shabby chic, flowers like dairies, orchids, 

freesias, and roses add a nice touch. 

To keep your flowers fresh for as long as possible, provide them with fresh water daily, and mix 

in a few drops of bleach every time you change the water. Chlorine bleach helps kill bacteria in 

the water, making your flowers last longer and look better. 
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Finding the Focal Point 
 

The focal point of a room is the main area of interest where the eye is drawn. It is not always 

located in the middle of the room, and may not be as obvious as you think. 

To determine your room's focal point, ask yourself these questions: When you enter the room, 

what is the first color that pops out? What is the first thing that your eyes rest on? Do you have 

a fireplace or an oversized or bow window? Is there a large object in your room, like a piano or 

sculpture? 

The focal point of a room is usually located exactly at eye level. An example of this is a piece of 

art over a mantle or a glossy black and white piano tucked in the corner. 

A room's layout and traffic flow will have a significant impact on what a room's focal point is, and 

you should keep this in mind when redecorating. You can use a mirror to transport a focal point 

to another place in the room and maximize its effect. You should especially do this in open floor 

plans. 

It is crucial to define the focal point of a room so that you can plan your décor layout around it. 

The focal point establishes lines of reference and a pattern of symmetry that are followed to 

achieve equilibrium and harmony within a room. 

To take advantage of your focal point as much as possible, define it in a way that can be seen 

from the entryway, exit, and main areas of the room. Make sure that seating areas are located 

directly around the focal point, and that while confined enough for successful interaction, they 

are aimed directly at the point of focus. 
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Incorporating Artwork into Your Home Décor 
 

Incorporating art successfully into your home only takes a few observations that will ensure its 

proper placement. A well-added piece of artwork will not only grant your room a wonderful focal 

point, but it will help establish balance and harmony. 

When you've selected a piece of art for one of your rooms, first make sure that the colors in the 

painting match or complement those in the room. If you use artwork that doesn't relate to your 

room's theme or color scheme, you will have a hard time finding a suitable location and 

appreciating the effect of the art. 

If you have a room that follows a black and white pattern, you will be better off selecting art that 

is either black and white or filled with bold colors like yellows, reds, and blues. In this case, if you 

go for an impressionist piece that has earthy tones and gold’s, you are likely to find it impossible 

to achieve harmony and balance. 

Another important aspect of incorporating artwork into your home décor is decoration style. If 

you have a modern room, you'll want to add art that inspires modernism. An artistic style such 

as cubism would be a wonderful addition to this type of décor. But if you use portrait art in 

intricate golden leaf frames, you are bound to be left with a room that does not inspire continuity. 

It's important to note that not all styles of décor are suitable environments for art as a focal point. 

A décor style such as tropical chic offers multiple patterns, dark woods, and individual elements 

that stand out and draw the eye on their own. Focusing too much on artwork in this type of décor 

can result in a poor investment of time, as this type of design naturally draws attention to itself. 

Any aspect could leave much of your artwork slightly unnoticed. 
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Decorating on a Budget  
 

Home Decorating on a Budget 
 

For those who are trying to decorate a home, but need to stick to a specific budget may want to 

learn how to approach the art of buying decorating accessories and items. You will want to think 

about setting your budget together before you end up buying things to decorate.  You will find 

that there are some things that you will want to purchase to go cheap when it comes to 

decorating. You will want to keep a few ideas in mind and you will also want to sit down with 

some mail catalogs and other magazines to see if there is anything that interests you. You will 

want to make sure that you consider the budget with every purchase that you make.  

When it comes to home decorating you will want to focus on the areas that people are going to 

see on a regular basis. You will want to make sure that you first take care of the entry-level rooms 

first, because most people do not go upstairs when just a guest. You will find that there are many 

ways that you will be able to decorate, even the smallest of spaces, however, you will want to 

keep the three basic decorating tips in mind.  

First, you will need to keep in mind fabric. Fabric is a cheap and easy way for you to be able to 

make a dramatic effect in any room. You will be able to add a whimsical look to any room and it 

is very nice to add bunting fabric in the setting rooms and in the family rooms.  

Secondly you will find that candles are cheap and easy to use in the décor of your home. It makes 

any home seem more like a family home and you will also find that there are tons of ways to use 

the candles. You can use candles to make a dramatic effect as well. You will be able to keep you 

home decorating simple with candles, but you will at least be able to give the home a clean, 

country look or rustic medieval look. 

When it comes to mirrors you will be able to sue them to your advantage. You should be able to 

use the mirrors in a way that will allow you to play around with the size of a room. Mirrors tend 

to make small or narrow rooms seem so much bigger. You will want to keep in mind that these 

tricks are used in practically any home. You'll love the fact that people see your room differently 

over a couple candles and a good-sized mirror. You will find that this is a great and cheap way of 

doing things. 
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Decorating Wisely 
 

When it comes to decorating wisely, you will find that there are a lot of things that you are going 

to have to do so that you can make the home your own, but not break the bank account trying 

make the home look like a picture straight out of a magazine. You will want to make sure that 

you take inconsideration that your decorations can be beautiful and on a small budget.  

The key to decorating wisely is to pick two rooms at a time. Give yourself a deadline of when the 

rooms need to be done and possibly take the time to figure out what you need to do to decorate 

the rooms the way that you have always envisioned it. It is very important that you learn how to 

budget because decorating can get seriously out of hand. Once you have picked one or two rooms 

you will then need to make a list of things that you will want to incorporate into the rooms.  

You may think that accessories and decorating is all about candles and mirrors, however, keep in 

mind that painting and wallpaper are a process of decorating too. You will also want to think 

about the shops that you are going to pick these things up. There is a lot of competition when it 

comes to the physical aspects of the room like the paint or paneling. Keep in mind that the best 

place to shop for the accessories of a room is in the local antiques stores, second hand stores, 

and discount outlets. This way you may end up finding things that you never thought that you 

would want to incorporate into the home. You will also want to keep in mind that there are ways 

for your to find the things that you are looking for while shopping for prices.  

You will also want to keep in mind the tricks of making a small room look big and the tricks of 

how to make a large room smaller. You will find that mirrors make a great decorating tool 

because it can alter the way that people see the room, when it comes to size. You will find that 

mirrors tend to make a room bigger, but if you need to make a room look smaller you could fill it 

with some larger pieces of furniture, however, you will also want to consider painting the room 

a darker, neutral color. 

You will also want to think about some of the color schemes, but it is the colors that could end 

up saving you a bit of money. If you pick colors that are popular and commonly used in the home 

décor you will be able to easily accessories and find some great discount prices. 
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Decorating a New Home on a Budget 
 

When it comes to decorating a new home on a budget, you will want to keep in mind that there 

are a lot of things that you are going to need, but won't fit into the budget. You will want to make 

sure that you think about what is important to you and what you will need right now so that you 

can sort of have it all, but not really. You won't the rooms that everyone is going to see to be 

completely done before you give into budgeting for the other rooms. There are a lot of key things 

that you will want to incorporate into the home that won't break your budget either.  

Keep in mind that what you want to work on the first is the entry floor. This is usually the kitchen, 

a bathroom, living room, back room/laundry room, and so on. First consider your kitchen. You 

may want to go with a theme that everyone will be able to find something for. The great thing 

about getting a new home is that you need to have an open home party. This is where you show 

all your friends and family and in return they will give you things that you need for rooms like 

your dining room or kitchen. Purchase a little bit of things like some towels and potholders to 

give the guests some type of idea of what is your theme and then rely on your guests to provide 

you with some of the things for the kitchen.  

Secondly, the downstairs bathroom or entry floor bathroom is another place that your guests will 

go. You need to just accessorize in this room by cleaning it up. Make the room spotless. Even if 

you are on a short budget and cannot pay attention to the bathroom, you should be able to get 

away with a plain bathroom as long as you show it as a crisp, clean room. Other than a hand 

towel, a candle could be your only accessory in the décor of the bathroom.  

Third room that needs to be decorated right away is the living room. The living room can get very 

costly if you get expensive mirrors and candles and so on. What you need to do is spent your 

budget mostly on the curtains and window treatments. Then you can think about cheap lamps 

(which can be found at any discount store) and also go to the local generic store and get some 

candles and throw pillows that costs a few dollars and do some tossing around. 

You have to pick what is important to you and how you envisioned it and then figure out the 

money. Keep in mind that a new home doesn't just come together all at once. You will have to 

consider the fact that this is a slow process and you have years and years to make it your own. 
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Decorating any room on a Budget 
 

There are a lot of things that you can do to decorate your home on any budget. You will find that 

there are certain things that everyone uses when decorating and you can get this items at generic 

stores. You will find that these items can be very cheap when you go to the dollar store or other 

types of generic stores. You will be able to save a lot of money on the home decorating projects 

that you have.  

Some of these generic items are mirrors, candles, and fabrics. When it comes to mirrors you will 

find that there are many sizes that will fit your needs and that there are many different types of 

designs that you will learn to love too. You will also find that there are mirrors that will fit into 

any décor and there are mirrors that will help you with many of your decorating ideas. Keep in 

mind that there are ways to make a room look bigger because you strategically use a good-sized 

mirror. When it comes to candles, people find that it's very famine to have candles everywhere. 

However, for those who are bachelors, candles without scents will allow you to show off your 

romantic side. Then you have fabric. Fabric is a way that you can make any room seem dramatic. 

You will also find that there is a lot of cheap fabric for you to use in the décor of your home, so 

that you are able to make it look like you have spent a million bucks, but really only $2.00 a square 

foot.  

You will also want to consider the color schemes that you use, because it is cheaper if you put 

colors and designs that are really popular at the moment. You will want to make sure that you 

consider some of the things that you would like to purchase for the home, but whatever takes 

you over your budget you will have some idea of what your goal is. You will then be able to save 

some of you money and take on further decorating ideas later in the near future. 

You will find that there are a lot of things on the market for you to purchase for your home. If 

you would like to find interesting artifacts, then you may want to hit the antique stores so that 

you can get some older pieces, but also not break your bank account. You will also find that if you 

don't hire a professional painter or decorator then you will be able to save yourself a lot of money 

no matter what room you happen to be redoing. You will also be able to save a lot of money 

when you learn what stores and shops to purchase things for your home. 
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How to Cut the Costs of Home Décor 
 

If you don't have much money to spend on home décor, there is no need to get frustrated. A 

beautiful remodel can be achieved with a small investment, as long as you are careful with what 

you spend your budget on. 

Decorating can take time, and if you're willing to slow down your remodel, you will be able to 

slowly incorporate the elements that you want. In this way, you can increase your budget but 

spend it at a slow pace that allows you to make payments promptly without stressing about the 

cost. 

Especially if you're planning to upgrade more than one area in your home, you should take the 

remodel slowly and tackle it room by room until your project is completed. Creating a plan of 

action can be a great way to organize your time and set the milestones necessary to reach your 

goal. 

Planning your steps is important to a quick and easy remodel. If you follow a logical order of 

design, you will minimize unnecessary expenditures and keep track of your budget more 

successfully. 

Part of your planning should include measurements and layouts that will save you time when you 

decide to make a purchase. 

When devising your design, take into consideration the architectural elements of your home and 

do your best to showcase them as part of the décor. Place an accent over a doorway to draw the 

eye up, or frame a window for a quick fix up. 

You can also save money by upgrading pieces of furniture that you already own. Paint an armoire 

in white and distress it for a cozy, country look. Or dye a slipcover to make a dramatic change in 

the room. 

Home décor doesn't need to be expensive if you take the necessary precautions. Start by making 

a plan, and then take your project step by step for guaranteed success. 
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How to Redecorate a Room without Spending a Dime 
 

Are you overwhelmed by the potential cost of upgrading a room in your house? 

You still want to switch things up, maximize space, and make your surroundings comfortable and 

inviting. 

Buying furniture, fabrics and accessories can be an expensive task. Not to mention the 

professional work of a tailor if you decide to reupholster a sofa or loveseat. 

So what do you do? You go out, find a nice piece to accessorize, an accessible slip cover, and a 

few pillows. With just a few hundred bucks you can change everything that you don't like in a 

room. 

Unfortunately, the result is a blend of decorating elements that are disconnected. They make the 

room look busy and disrupt its natural order. Then we become frustrated by the thought of being 

stuck with a style of décor that has come and gone. 

There is a way to avoid all this trouble. You can actually decorate a room, or even your whole 

house, using things that you already own. If you put your creative mind to use, you can devise a 

way to use your own furniture and accessories in different combinations to achieve the look that 

you want. 

The first step to tackling a free upgrade is to get ideas. Categorize your belongings in similar 

groups. Place accessories together, consolidate furniture, and check out what you've got. This is 

the time to separate with things you have gotten tired of or wish to no longer see.  

Don't donate these yet. They might come in handy later on, and you could rediscover an old 

possession as a new treasure. 

The second step is to think about your previous room. Did you follow a symmetry, or was the 

style more casual and laid back? Was your living room formal, traditional, or modern? Consider 

your past style and work from there. If your home décor was formal or conservative, you can try 

out a casual style for a change by re-arranging pieces in a less symmetrical order. Add lower 

pieces of furniture that you might have in a hallway or family room for a comforting feel, and 

combine pillows from different areas of the house. 

Rearranging your home for nothing is easy. If you find that a new setup just needs a detail here 

or a piece of artwork there, just find a bargain at a local discount store. 
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Decorating on a Budget 
 

We all know that home décor can be expensive and labor intensive. Many of us can't afford the 

time or money to upgrade a worn-out kitchen or an outdated living room.  

To maximize the yield of your money, minimize efforts, and still get awesome results, follow 

these simple budget-decorating tips. 

Save the big bucks for a quality piece of furniture. You can invest a fair amount of your budget in 

a signature piece that will be the focal point of a room, and that is also classic in style to stand 

the test of time. 

When using fabrics and other materials, be careful with the more expensive ones and eliminate 

any room for error. Double check measurements and buy only what you need. Use more 

affordable materials as much as you can to minimize costs. 

Select quality materials for décor components that you will rely on. Cutting back on quality when 

buying sofas, chairs, duvets, or slipcovers can be detrimental in the long run, forcing you to spend 

even more than you bargained for. 

To cut costs, tackle easy home décor tasks such as painting and tiling yourself. By doing this, you 

will save money to invest on something else, such a signature piece or eye-catching artwork. 

But even if you're on a budget, there are certain home-remodeling jobs that are better left to the 

professionals. Instead of spending your money on high-cost materials, spend the money on high-

cost labor. That way you'll end up with professional results and your home will be coordinated, 

paying off the investment in the long run. 

Finally, to make the most out of your money, plan everything in advance and take the home décor 

process step by step. That way you won't have to go back and change an element that is no longer 

suitable for your style. 
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Budgeting for the Kitchen 
 

The kitchen happens to be a very important place for you to decorate. The reason why you will 

need to decorate the kitchen or update the style every now and then is because the kitchen and 

dining room happen to be the two rooms where most of the people or guests will gather and talk 

and eat. You will find that it is very important that you take inconsideration of the rooms that 

you are redoing or decorating you will find that there are many different ways that you will be 

able to discover a whole new way of decorating. You will find that budgeting for your kitchen can 

be difficult, but it is all about where you shop and what you are shopping for. If you really would 

like to decorate your kitchen on a budget, you are going to have to first think about a theme.  

The first thing that most people like to do to an out dated kitchen is paint it. You will need to get 

some light colors, because you will want to have a kitchen that is welcoming. You will also find 

that there are many people who like to put a border up. You will want to make sure that you put 

a border up on the wall that you will enjoy for years. Kitchens can be expensive, especially if you 

are replacing cabinets.  

When it comes to the budget, you may want to spend a few years saving up so that you can redo 

the entire room right. The cabinets could be a few thousand dollars, the floors will cost a couple 

hundred, and then you will find the accessories will also cost a couple hundreds. You will want to 

make sure that you take inconsideration that the kitchen is something that you will want to look 

stylish so that everyone can come and get comfortable.  

You will definitely need to shop around the antique stores and other stores and read the ads so 

that you can find things one sale. You will also be able to find out on what exactly your decorating 

direction will take you. If you do have to budget for the big things like the cabinets, you may want 

to keep the accessories on backorder and think about ways to use accessories later on down the 

road. You will be able to find a lot of accessories in the discount bins so that you will be able to 

save some money.  

You will also be able to find that when you do budget in for the big purchases you may be able to 

find ways to save money by clipping coupons and making many tiny purchases. This way you will 

be able to save a lot of money, and spend a lot of money, but it won't seem like it because you 

are taking things one step at a time. 
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Budgeting for the Bedroom 
 

There are a lot of people who feel that after they have decorated and designed all of the first 

floor rooms they need to go into designing and decorating the second floor rooms, however, it is 

really the bathrooms and the master bedroom that will need immediate attention.  

Keep in mind that there are a lot of things that you can do to make your bedroom special. The 

bedroom has to have the personality of both people who occupy the room. You will find that the 

wife may want some romance, and then the man may want something bold and unique. You will 

need to learn how to make the sacrifice and compromise. You will also need to think about the 

cost of it all as well. You will find that the cost of decorating the bedroom will keep increasing 

and increasing unless you allow yourself to stick with the budget. The budget will be very 

important, especially to those who are new homeowners, because you have no idea what you 

would really like for your bedroom and you have all these ideas.  

When it comes to sticking to your budget, you will need to think about paint. Get a nice color 

that you both can agree on and then you will need to pick another color that you will trim the 

room in. you will find that the color scheme is what will make the room. You will then be able to 

play around with curtains or window treatments, fabric, and other décor items Fabric will help 

you to make the room whimsical and dramatic. You will also find that there is other items like 

mirrors, candles, and such that will allow you to make the room indulging and lovely. You will 

want to consider some of the things that both you and your mate will like to incorporate into the 

bedroom.  

For those who would like to get new furniture, but you happen to be on a budget. You will want 

to consider taking the time to have a yard sell and then get rid of all the stuff that you planned 

on throwing away and use the proceeds to help expand your budget and get yourself a brand 

new bedroom suite. You will find that having a yard sale before you decorate, you will be able to 

take your time to get rid of some of the things that you planned on throwing away, but you will 

also be able to expand your budget so that you can make your bedroom everything that you 

could possibly image. 

Keep in mind that the bedroom is not something that everyone is going to see, however, it is 

something that you will need to do for yourself so that you can sleep comfortably all night long. 
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Budgeting for the Bathroom 
 

The bathrooms are the most important rooms to decorate. People who you may be close with or 

people who you may not be close with will spend a lot of time in the bathroom and they will take 

notice on rather or not it is a stylish room or if this happens to be a room that needs work. The 

last thing that you will want to have happen is someone come to you and say that your bathroom 

is gross.  

The first way to decorate a bathroom on a budget is to learn how to clean it so well that you 

literally have a sparkling bathroom from top to bottom. You will also find that it is very important 

that you keep up with the cleaning needs of the bathroom. You should clean your bathroom at 

least once a week, but within a few days may be necessary depending on how many people are 

using the bathroom and how much the bathroom is used.  

The nice thing about the bathroom is that you can mix colors and patterns. You will find that 

when it comes to budgeting for the bathroom you will really only get into the expenses if you are 

putting in a floor or if you are putting in paneling or applications in the bathroom. The fixtures 

cost a lot of money. If you really don't need to get into the hard work of budgeting for the 

bathroom then you will be able to redecorate a bathroom within a hundred dollars.  

You will just need to think about a rug set and towel set. Of course, they both need to match so 

you may end up wanting to go with a set that is very common. You will also want to consider the 

fact that you will need to add a little bit of fluff (even if you are a single male). This means that 

you will need to get a $4 bag of potpourri and a nice glass bowl. You may also want to get a small, 

tiny stand. You may even want to get a nice candle set to set it all off. You will want to consider 

some of your options when it comes to decorating the bathroom. You will notice that a little bit 

of décor can go a long way.  

For those who will need window treatments you will find that it can get very expensive. If you 

would like, the cheapest way to decorate a bathroom with window treatments is to get a set of 

cheap blinds and then make your own valance. You need just a little bit of fabric and a needle 

and thread. You may even be able to find something from the discount rack that fits perfectly 

into the décor of your bathroom. 
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Decorating a Room 
 

How to Brighten Up a Dull Room 
 

If you don't have a room that is invigorating or inspires tranquility and warmth, there are many 

things you can do to brighten it up. 

First, there are details that you can incorporate to the architecture of a room that will add 

complexity and character. Crown molding, for example, is a beautiful addition that will grant your 

room an air of luxury and sophistication.  

The same applies to base boards, which can be exchanged for slightly taller ones to achieve a 

glamorous look. Similarly, wood moldings can be painted and used to adorn windows or doors. 

If you want to add more complexity to your room, you can select from many painting techniques 

that will incorporate texture and depth. You can create a denim look with a special kit purchased 

from your local paint store, or simulate linen with a special brush bought for a marginal price. 

You can also explore your boundaries with wallpapers, or add a special touch with the addition 

of a wallpaper border that adds interest and flair to a room. To dress up your walls, and add more 

impact to the effect of your room, you can make your own artwork by copying selected images 

from a book, framing them, and setting them up in an interesting arrangement that draws the 

eye. Or you can frame your favorite poster in an eye-catching design to give a more sophisticated 

look. 

In order to select a layout for your artwork, create a template for each piece by cutting out a 

paper of its exact size. This allows you to preview the result of each arrangement without 

damaging your walls and leaving unwanted holes. 

Once you find an artwork layout that suits you, use the templates to set up the position of your 

nails. 

Remove the paper and hang the painting. You'll be surprised at how much time this method 

saves, and how easy it is to find a balanced setup for your paintings. 
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Home Decorating for Children 
 

Every child feels the need to show off who they are by giving their room a makeover. You will 

find that there are some perks to allowing the child to pick the décor and then there are some 

negatives. The last thing that you would want to have to deal with is decorating over your budget 

and having this horrible room. Keep in mind that you have to talk to your child about what 

compromise means. It is very important that you like the room just as much as the child likes the 

room.  

The first thing that you will want to do is paint, obviously, however, you may want to shop 

through some of the local ads to see who has the cheapest paint and who has the best low brand. 

It is very important that you realize that not all paints are the same.  Brands are different when 

it comes to staying and sticking on the wall and not dripping on the floors.  

Second thing is usually the wallpaper or border. This is the cheap and easy way to add some color 

and décor. You may also want to think about the option of stencil too. You will be able to find a 

lot of different ideas when you go to the local hardware stores. You will need to talk to your child, 

because you will have a lot of fun putting the room together.  

When it comes to the child's room accessories you will need to think about the furniture. This 

means that there are some things that you may add into the room like a rocking chair, but the 

basics is the bed, the desk, the chests, and other places for clothing like dressers. This will help 

you to budget, your makeover if you only try to keep what you already have or if you go antique 

furniture shopping because you will be able to get furniture on discount.  

Another thing that you will need to keep in mind is that the colors of these rooms are usually 

creative and unique. You will find that an easy way to make your child have tons of fun in the 

room is if you budget extra and go the distance by buying them magic paint that will make the 

walls turn into a chalkboard or add some sparkle. This will allow the child to feel like their room 

is special. 

It is very important that you think about all the ideas that you have for the child's room before 

you begin the new exploration. You just may find a lot of ways to make the room special, but also 

many other ways to cut costs. When it comes to the child's room you will find that there are a lot 

of sales to help you with the designing of the room. All you need is some creativity. 
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Decorating Your Kitchen 
 

For those who haven't heard, decorating in your kitchen is one of the most important things that 

you have to do. The kitchen is usually the first room that you will want to redo in the house that 

you purchase. You will also want to think about the décor. Right now there are several popular 

choices for you to use to decorate your kitchen and you will want to make sure that you check 

out the local home décor store so that you can get everything to match. Keep in mind that you 

don't really need a motif, but you could always match your colors together. You will want to keep 

in mind that you also don't have to go with a color or pattern.  

Some of the popular decorating tips that you will want to consider will include things like envy, 

grapes, chickens, ducks, bears, and even a Tuscany look. You will find that there are a lot of 

different patterns. You need to think about the colors that you will like to incorporate in your 

kitchen and you will also want to think about what it is that you have to work with as of right 

now. You may want to decide what will look good with what you have currently. You will find 

that there are ways that you can paint walls (even paneled walls). You will want to think about 

some of your options and how you will be able to make a huge difference in the way that you see 

the kitchen. Keep in mind that it is very important that you take the time to think about what it 

is that you would like for your home.  

Decorating your kitchen is very important because it is the place where your entire family will 

come together. You will want to have a space that is filled with warmth and filled with love. You 

will need to incorporate ideas and designs that will make your entire family feel welcomed. You 

will also want to make sure that you get comfortable furniture so that your family will be 

comfortable.  

The kitchen is the heart to your home. You need to make sure that your kitchen shows some 

personality and spunk, but also gives off the family vibe. You will want to be able to unwind in 

the kitchen. You will want to consider that the kitchen is a big part of the home and the happiness 

in the home. You will spend hours in the kitchen by the stove and table while sharing hours of 

laughter with close friends and family. 
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Change the Essence of a Room by Switching Fabrics 
 

Home décor takes many shapes in different elements of design. You can change your décor style 

with wallpapers, paint colors, flooring types, accessories, furniture, and fabrics. While you can 

modify or implement all these elements to achieve a dramatic difference in appearance, just 

using different fabrics can save you money if you're looking for a change of scene. 

Instead of replacing furniture and spending thousands, you can spend just a few hundred dollars 

and reupholster your sofas and /or chairs. You'd be surprised at the significant difference that a 

change of fabrics can make, and as soon as you discover it, you will want to implement this cheap 

resource with all of your other house items. If you are not willing to spend money on paying a 

professional to do reupholster work, you can learn how to do it yourself with a DIY upholstery 

book and save the extra cash. 

Another good possibility to switch off fabrics and achieve a different look, but without spending 

time on learning new techniques or money paying professionals, is to buy or tailor slip covers. A 

full body slipcover on your dining room chairs is as effective as buying a new set.  

A sofa slipcover can also save you time when it comes to cleaning, and is an efficient way to 

establish a change of color scheme in a room. 

When you use fabrics you have to remember the rules of proportion. Don't use more than three 

different fabrics in one room, and employ them in diminishing quantities to achieve balance and 

harmony. Use one type of fabric predominantly; use a second one to accent the first, and a third 

in small amounts to add detail and complexity. 
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Defining Storage Spaces 
 

Finding a place to store your belongings can be especially difficult if you live a small space. There 

are a few things, however, that you can do to increase storage in places you hadn't even thought 

of.  

Here are a few tips for you to use: 

� You can maximize space by hanging a panel behind a door or inside a closet. You'll find 

storage panels for everything from papers to shoes, bathroom supplies, and ties. Use as 

many as you can to keep things organized in a space maximizing way. 

 

� Hide storage bins under beds, tables, or sofas. Incorporate a skirt with a coffee table or 

lengthen the one you have on your bed to preserve the aesthetics of your room while also 

incorporating methods for storage. 

 

 

� Use filing cabinets to manage and store important paperwork that you don't want 

misplaced. Set up the cabinets around a desk or in an office area to maintain a consistent 

theme and avoid a cluttered look. 

 

� Use small corners and nooks by incorporating a narrow cabinet that can hold you’re CDs, 

DVDs, games, and other entertainment gadgets. 

 

 

� Use storage bins to sort out old clothes, and pile them in the garage with label references 

for when the change of seasons finally comes. 

 

� Use functional items like magnet penholders and post-it filers to keep writing materials 

handy and out of our silverware drawers. 

 

 

� Install floating shelves to hold your decorations and save bookcases for books, papers, 

and other media resources. 

 

� Maximizing storage space is about making functional space around your home to clear 

out your closets and get some elbowroom to work with. Install a holding chamber in your 

garage and store your items in labeled bins for future reference. 
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If you still have too much clutter in your home even after reorganizing, it would a good idea to 

downsize and get rid of items that you no longer use or that don't appeal to your taste anymore. 
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Quick and Easy Home Accents 
 

Adding special accents to your home décor does not need to be expensive or complicated. There 

are plenty of easy solutions lurking among department store shelves and internet inventories. 

You just have to know what to look for! 

Of course, the simplest way to add color and flair to your home is through personalized artwork 

and photos. Consider framing a picture of your latest vacation with your family and hanging it on 

the wall in your dining room, or posting a beautiful painting done by one of your children. 

Another great home accessory is mirrors. You can find old mirrors at consignment shops or 

garage sales for less than $10, and used mirrors are often even better than new ones because 

they have more history and character. Putting a few mirrors up around your home will add a 

special touch to each room and also make your space appear larger. 

One item you'll want to consider is wall sconces. These are decorative plates that you hang on 

the wall that hold mirrors and candles. They usually function to place an attractive pattern on the 

wall, and are great for contemporary or casual decorating styles. 

If you're looking for something to spruce up the floor of your home, you might want to check into 

getting some decorative rugs. These come in all sizes, from large living room pieces to small 

entryway squares. You can find very cheap rugs at discount stores and consignment shops. 

Decorating your home need not be a time-consuming process. Adding these simple accessories 

will immediately increase the aesthetic value of your space without clearing out your 

pocketbook. 
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Wallpaper Borders That Add Complexity 
 

If you are planning to upgrade a room in your home, give it a new look and style by taking a look 

at your local interior design store. Wallpaper borders have a way of adding character to a room 

instantly. They are incredibly easy to apply with the right tools.  

Borders are very affordable and good alternative to painting if you don't want to do the work. 

With endless varieties and styles of wallpapers, borders come in many shapes, sizes, and colors 

to suit most, if not all, tastes.  

A great way to add texture to any room is to incorporate a textured border. Borders draw the 

eyesight upward, which gives rooms with this feature a more distinct perception of height. You 

can use wallpaper borders over white walls, wallpaper, or paint. In fact, borders incorporated 

with paint add a nice effect and marked complexity to any living area.  

You are sure to find wallpaper borders for any style of décor. Use roosters and other farm animals 

to aid a countryside kitchen look, or grapes and olives to showcase a Tuscan style. While 

wallpaper and wallpaper borders are an inexpensive alternative to dress up your walls, costs can 

add up if you are decorating a large room. Make sure to take measurements of your living area's 

walls and have a small calculator handy to estimate the potential cost of each wallpaper border. 

Having these tools will also save you time going back and forth from the store to make last minute 

calculations.  

Use wallpapers borders to add flair to a boring room or dress up plain walls with a motif that 

matches your décor style. They are easy to apply with just a few simple tools, and are a quick way 

to upgrade your home fast. 
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Preparing Your Room for Painting 
 

Painting can take a long time if the steps in the process are not taken with order and patience. 

To minimize mistakes and save time (and your home), follow these simple tips so that you can 

successfully get ready to paint without intermissions.  

First, you must remove all furniture and accessories from the room. This includes any blinds, 

curtains, or sources of light. If there is an oversized couch that you prefer to simply push to the 

center, make sure to cover it thoroughly with a tarp to prevent it from getting stained. 

Second, use plastic bags and painter's tape in order to conceal all light fixtures and avoid getting 

paint on them.  

Third, using a screwdriver remove all outlet covers and set aside with their respective screws so 

as not to lose them.  

Check your walls for cracks, nail holes, or dents. Mark each spot with a small reference (pushpins, 

a black dot, or post-it flags work well). Using some spackling cover each hole, dent, and crack and 

allow to dry well before you begin the next step.  

Now you must scrape off any loose chips of paint and lightly sand the walls to help paint absorb 

and remove any hard edges. Using painter's tape, tape around your ceiling or molding and 

baseboards. Apply tape around windows and on any telephone outlets you might have not been 

able to remove.  

 

Using a roll of wood paper, set up a pathway that covers baseboards and catches paint drips that 

could occur during painting. Make sure to use tape to secure it to the floor and baseboards to 

prevent it from moving. You can also use a painter's sheet to cover floorboards and/or carpets, 

but it's definitely an expenditure that you can avoid. 
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Painting Techniques that Add Character to Your Décor 
 

Painting your walls can be a lot of fun. There are many techniques you can employ to make your 

walls stand out, other than using the common gloss paint that you usually apply.  

The walls are usually the first thing, aside from the focal point, to set the atmosphere of a room.  

Take a look at the different styles of painting that can bring life into your walls and create the 

environment that you want.  

1. Patina:  

A patina consists of a base coat that is usually dark, smeared with a lighter, watered down color 

using a cloth or a sponge. The patina affect adds a rustic look to any room and generates a sense 

of depth that makes rooms look larger.  

2. Stencil:  

The stenciling concept is based around a cutout of a design that is filled using different 

applications of paint with a paintbrush, sponge brush, or cloth. Stencils can be used on a large 

scale using several different cutouts to make just one design, or they can be used to incorporate 

letters, phrases, and illustrations to your walls. Stencils add immediate interest, but they must 

be done with patience to ensure a professional-looking result.  

3. Faux techniques:  

Faux painting techniques are used to mimic other objects or materials. For example, you can 

paint your walls a copper color, doing a patina of vibrant cobalt greens to give it a rusted, worn 

out look. Faux techniques can be used to imitate wood, granite, linen, denim, marble, and many 

other materials and textures.  

4. Rubber stamping:  

This has become a more popular technique recently due to the affordability and simplicity of its 

application. There are many rubber stamps designed specifically for wall and furniture 

decoration, featuring many different designs that you can apply to incorporate your personal 

touch. 
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How to Display Artwork 
 

Artwork is used both as an accessory and a unifying element to tie a room together. Depending 

on the art that you chose, it will be the defining factor for an energizing, warming, or formal 

environment. 

The use of artwork as an element of décor incorporates both color and definition into a room.  

Pieces of art help determine the focal point of a room, and should be displayed so that they draw 

the eye progressively from and to the focal point of the space. 

Artwork adds character and flair to a room. It distracts and defines the emotions and the mood 

that the intended space conveys. 

Large artwork should be placed strategically as an attention-catcher. The wall where the art is 

placed should be relative to the size of the painting and large enough to allow for a good amount 

of wall space to frame the artwork and draw the eye. 

To showcase your art and make it stand out, install lighting directly below or above it. In this way 

you highlight its colors, and the overall effect on the impact of the room is more significant than 

if hung without individual lighting. 

To achieve a more dramatic effect, group paintings and create asymmetric arrangements. This is 

another way to catch the eye with a few small paintings, which would otherwise be hard to 

achieve if they were scattered throughout the room. 

Paintings can also be set in a symmetrical series, spaced evenly apart for an ordered, clean look. 

Add interest with black and white images, or add depth and complexity with a gold leaf frame 

that features intrinsic woodwork. 
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Finding the Best Locations for Mirrors 
 

Mirrors can be a good way to add flair and sophistication to a room. Mounting a mirror can effect 

changes in the décor such as an increment in the perception of change, functionality, and 

aesthetic value. 

Finding the best location for a mirror takes a just few observations. If you define the functionality 

and objective of your décor, you can then use mirrors accordingly and place them in spaces where 

they will be most useful for you and your home's design. 

Mirrors are a basic need…well at least for me. They aid children in their development, maximize 

perception of space, grant us a reflection of ourselves, and incorporate a beautiful, 

complementing touch in a warm cozy room. 

Before you start thinking about where to hang your mirror, make sure that the place you have in 

mind will reflect a balanced portion of your home. Don't place a mirror to reflect the bathroom 

door. Find a better location where you will showcase a good feature of your room, such as the 

focal point, the mantle, or a great piece of art of the general living area. 

Mirrors come in different varieties for different sites and styles of décor. You'll find average- to 

large-sized mirrors for bathrooms, body-sized or standing mirrors for bedrooms and walk-in 

closets, and small-sized mirrors for hallways and entryways. Medium-sized mirrors for offices and 

nearby the main door are also common. 

To drift away from the traditional use of the mirror, you can also use it as a base for decorative 

arrangements like centerpieces and candles. They offer a beautiful glow, especially if using lit 

candles, and grant a depth of dimension to any table. 
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Tips to Design Your Own Home Office 
 

First, you have to have a cozy chair that is gentle on your back. You might find yourself spending 

endless hours in your home office. If this is the case, a comfortable chair is a must to fully feel 

the effects of the décor while you're making use of it. The most comfortable office chairs have a 

puffy lower back that offers lumbar support, and they spin around to ease the retrieval of papers 

and access to filing cabinets and printers.  

Offices must have adequate lighting so that you can focus on your work without headaches or 

distractions, like getting up to switch another light on. The best kind of lighting for an office 

consists of a desk lamp and either track or recessed lighting to supply additional light.  

If you are doubling your office as a guest room, you might want to conceal your computer and 

other gadgets with a computer armoire. An armoire would also give you some extra space for 

storage, and will maximize the area of the room so you can set up a spacious day bed and night 

table. 

If you can, however, use all of your room's space to set up a fully functional home office, you will 

want to stick to desks that are in an L or square U so that you can store all your files and work 

items in a place that is easy for you to access.  

Make sure to add enough shelving to organize your folders and books readily.  

Shelves can also act as a great place to incorporate decorative items like memorabilia and 

collectors pieces.  

Finally, make sure that you have your papers organized and within reach. Get mobile file cabinets 

or storage cubes to manage all your files and save time looking for them later? 
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Home Decorating the Guest Room 
 

You will find that when it comes to the decorating of your home that are going to be some specific 

rooms that you will need to do right away, because these rooms are going to be the same rooms 

that your guests will see. It is very important that your guest room is just as nice as the bedroom 

that you and your mate sleep in. When it comes to the guest room you will find that there are 

many things that you may want to incorporate into the home décor and there are some things 

that you will need to incorporate to allow the guest to feel comfortable.  

Keep in mind that the only furniture that you really need in a guest room is the bed, a nightstand, 

and possibly something to put clothing in.  That is really the only expensive items that you will 

need to consider. Other things that you will need to consider for the guest home is the décor of 

the room. You will want to make sure that the décor of the home is soothing and something 

calming. You will find that there is a lot that you can do to make your home look appealing  

Also, another part of the home decorating is the paint, the supplies, and the things like wallpaper. 

This can be very costly, however, if you look for supplies that you could install or hang yourself, 

then you will be able to keep the costs down. You will want to make sure that you think about 

the way your guests will feel in the home. There is a lot to be said for those who have the white 

walls and little splash of color in their guest room. You don't know if your home decorating ideas 

for the guest room will go with all your guests, so you have to sort of find a medium between 

color and a white room. You just need to have a room that your friend or family member could 

lay down and relax.  

The best way to decorate on a budget is to go to second hand furniture stores because you never 

know what beautiful furniture you are going to run into. You will find that there are some people 

who feel that second hand stores are gross and so one, however, it is a great way to find treasure.  

Another way that you will want to decorate the guest room is to decorate in a generic way. You 

will want it to be calming and relaxing. You will want to go to the dollar store and pick up some 

candles, mirrors, and some aromatherapy items so that you can keep the room in a very come 

atmosphere. 
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Decorating Styles 
 

Home Décor Styles 
 

There are a few styles of décor that are prominent in today's interior design methods. These have 

been transformed through years of evolution. 

In this newsletter, we will talk a little bit about each style, and then develop them further in 

future editions. 

The main styles of décor that exist today are as follows: 

1. Classic or traditional:  

The classic, traditional style appeals to order and comfort. This is a timeless look that will last for 

years to come and requires few accessories. Both symmetry and asymmetry are used in 

traditional home décor, but symmetry tends to prevail in order to achieve an organized 

environment that is both simple and comfortable. 

2. Simple or casual:  

The casual style is based in asymmetry, low furniture, and horizontal lines that give a feeling of 

relaxation and peace of mind. Furniture in this style tends to be oversized, colors are natural, and 

fabrics inspire simplicity. Textures are used to add interest and color is splashed with the use of 

accents such as pillows, which also add comfort and functionality. 

3. Formal:  

The formal style respects symmetry and uses objects in pairs to maintain balance and harmony. 

Vertical lines help offer a perception of sophistication, and furniture pieces are tall and sleek. 

Woodwork for this style tends to be dark but polished, with neutral colors such as cream and 

ivory to accentuate and contrast the wood's smoothness and quality. 

4. Shabby chic:  

This style incorporates pastel colors, vintage accessories, distressed white furniture, and floral 

patterns to create a warm, cozy environment. Candles add intimacy, and the use of flowers, 

vintage elements, and white furniture appeals to a feminine innocence that is reflected by this 

type of décor. 
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5. Tropical chic:  

Fueled by animal print, rustic and natural components, and a jungle-oriented theme, the tropical 

chic style has become very popular nowadays. Materials such as wicker, dark woods, rattan, and 

cotton prevail, while patterns are organic in nature. Leaves, elephants, monkeys, and so on are 

used often. 

 

6. Minimalism: 

 A monochromatic style that follows the rule “less is more,” minimalism is a highly functional 

style with clean lines and smooth surfaces. Elements of décor are always functional, and floor 

plans are open to maximize the perception of space in small rooms. 
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Simplistic or Casual Style 
 

The casual style of home décor has a simple, cozy, and inviting character. 

The simplistic style combines textures, lines, and accessories, following simple but fine layouts 

that mimic a sense of symmetry that plays outside of its common boundaries. 

Details and accessories for casual style rooms are to be simple. Plain shapes like rectangles or 

circles and items with smooth curves work well. 

The casual style is great to put together rooms with things that you already have. You can 

transform functional accessories into decorations that are in turn also functional. For example, 

you can use a stylish bottle as a base for one of your lamps, or a rustic oak door as a coffee or 

dining table. 

If you are not looking for a casual look for your entire house, you can incorporate elements of 

the simplistic style into any type of room. Adding a simple touch of casual into a traditional room 

can be as easy as adding a functional and decorative item that appears slightly rustic. These 

characteristics inspire familiarity and comfort, casually inviting you into a room. 

The casual décor style consists of specific elements of design. Large cozy furniture, such as 

upholstered chairs or a comfortable couch dressed with an easy to clean slipcover, fit the bill. 

Furniture appears in neutral or pastel tones, with darker hues as accents for contrast.  

Furniture is wide and short, appealing more to comfort than décor. Coffee tables and other 

surfaces are large and simple, often with drawers for functionality. 

To add more character to the room, accents such as pillows and curtains present off-color 

patterns and textures. The casual look is aided by the simple appearance of natural fabrics such 

as wool, cotton, and linen. 

To aid in the organic look of these fibers, other rustic materials can be incorporated. Possible 

options are wicker, naturally finished woods, and rattan. 

The concept of casual style is based around hominess and comfort. Textures are prominent in a 

simple canvas and furniture is low, large, and cozy. If you're inspired by simplicity and comfort, 

the casual style of décor is definitely something to consider. 
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Tropical Chic Style 
 

The tropical chic décor style has become very popular within the last decade. It involves the use 

of jungle elements with bright colors and organic components. 

This type of décor combines textures and patterns with a splash of color and just a couple of 

accessories. 

Natural materials such as rattan, bamboo, wicker, and wood best suit the jungle theme. 

Furniture in the tropical chic style of décor is large and low, much like in the casual type of design. 

Lines are long and wide, with accents of height incorporated into accessories such as plants, 

dividers, and pieces of art. 

Furniture is upholstered in textured or patterned fabrics that inspire luxury. Chenille, for 

example, is a great choice for this type of décor, as it is light in texture. It’s also easily found in 

jungle-related patterns that incorporate natural elements, such as leaves or animal print. Seldom 

used, these can create a harmonic environment. But use them too much and you'll overwhelm 

the integrity of the design. 

Other elements usually found in tropical chic designs are elephants, giraffes, and other jungle 

animals like monkeys and lions. 

The colors of the tropical chic style are earthy and bright. These include greens and browns, 

beiges and tans, and golds and yellows, which are always accented with black. They aid in the 

natural feel of this décor style, adding complexity and character to the room. 

Wood colors for this type of home decoration vary between light and dark, but darker stained 

woods are more prominent in this theme. 

Plants are wonderful additions to this style, as they are easily related to the general theme of the 

décor. Great plant possibilities that match the tropical chic style are palm trees and other large 

leaf plants. Aside from healthy oxygen, they will grant the room that final touch for a natural, 

tropical look. 
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Lodge Style 
 

The lodge style is a popular type of décor that is rough and rustic, a reflection of mountain life 

and outdoorsy lifestyles.  

A great thing about this type décor is that it is fairly inexpensive, as you can easily find lots of 

beautiful accessories and furniture pieces at bargain prices. A possible option to get affordable 

lodge décor is to visit your local thrift shops and flea markets. It might take some time to find 

something that suits your home, but the bargain is well worth the effort.  

For lodge décor style, colors are an important part of adding liveliness and a contemporary feel 

to a rustic log cabin look. Sometimes lodge style can be somewhat obscure in the presence of a 

lot of dark brown wood. But if a variety of lighter earth tones are used, then the woodwork acts 

a unifier, granting a flowing order to any lodge style room.  

The lodge style doesn't necessarily mean old and dark. Nowadays, décor trends have evolved in 

such a way that you can have a beautiful log cabin décor that is contemporary and balanced.  

For example, a wonderful addition to a lodge kitchen is the use of butchers block. You'd be 

surprised how well this light colored wood surface contrasts with the rougher lines of natural 

logs. For an even more dramatic contrast, incorporate stainless steel appliances to add a 

balancing shine and metallic element into the picture.  

While many would find this too busy, others would find comfort in the variety of textures and 

the contrasting effects of each element.  

To accessorize in lodge style design, rustic items like an iron fireplace set, wood bowls, or picnic 

baskets would suit the harmony of the décor. If you like, you can even use taxidermy mounts to 

inspire an outdoor spirit.  

Furniture styles for lodge décor can be tricky to incorporate. A good option are mid-sized sofas 

in a lodge-related or plaid pattern. Leather sofas also offer a natural look, texture, and shine. 
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Minimalism Style 
 

Minimalism was designed with small spaces in mind, and less decorative elements allow a home 

to stand out by itself. This style of décor doesn't incorporate many accents, accessories, or even 

furniture items. Colors are monochrome, simple, and in small quantities. It is based around the 

idea of white as a way to maximize space. 

Minimalism generally manifests its décor style in modern, contemporary ways, even though it is 

possible to find minimalist designs that are retro and more outdated. 

The minimalist style appeals to organization and order. But it does so in a more casual, relaxed 

way that is not present in the case of formal styles of home décor, for example. 

This type of décor follows the principles of functional decorating, where a decorative piece is also 

a usable resource. The design highlight is placed in the building structure itself, and efforts are 

made to preserve a maximization of space in an open layout as much as possible. 

The common concept of colors in home décor do not apply to the minimalist style. Like a blank 

canvas, a minimalist room uses light and bright colors to increase the perception of space and 

establish a neutral palette for other elements of design. 

While white is the color of choice, off-whites, and teals, pale greens, and blues are other possible 

options that appeal to this type of home décor. 

Minimalist furniture appeals to clean lines and geometric shapes, generally of dark colors to make 

full contrast of the brightly colored walls. In this way, light affects a minimalist room in a special 

way, increasing perception of its size and placing our attention on the functional furniture - the 

only decorative elements used in this style. 

Just like furniture follows clean lines, smooth textures, and glossy materials, fabric from the 

minimalist style is also plain, with no prominent textures to distract the eye. 
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Formal Style 
 

The formal style of décor is characterized by symmetry, symmetry, and more symmetry. From 

the windows to the room's shape and layout, order rules this type of home décor. 

In a formal room, decorative elements are arranged around what is called the focal point - the 

place where most attention is drawn. For example, if your room's focal point is the fireplace, you 

will set up your furniture and accessories in straight lines around it. 

To maintain symmetry in a formal room, most elements of décor appear in pairs so as to balance 

things out. 

Furniture that appeals to the formal style is generally tall and sleek. Woods are dark and polished, 

such as oak, mahogany, Bombay mahogany, and walnut. Because of the tall nature of the 

furniture, formal style rooms work best if ceilings are vaulted and doors and windows are tall. 

Windows are covered from top to bottom with two layers of covering: a flowing fabric and a 

more rigid fabric on top to pull everything together. 

Antiques are a great addition to any formal room, as they follow the conservative look that the 

formal style appeals to. 

Ideally, a formal room has walls that are upholstered. This adds to the classiness of the formal 

style and the “expensive” look that is generally achieved. If this is not within your range of 

options, use alternative painting methods that mimic the feel of an upholstered wall at a much 

lower price. 

A formal home also has dark, rich hardwood floors to go with the dark furniture - particularly in 

common areas. Oriental or Middle Eastern rugs offer warmth and dress furniture in living rooms 

and dining rooms. 

The formal look certainly isn't for everyone, but it's an appealing style that tends to maintain the 

order of a house. If you'd like to incorporate this style into a room in your house, the dining room 

is a great option, as it is well suited to the formality of this décor style. 
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Traditional Style 
 

Traditional styles of décor are characterized by having a classic look that stands the test of time. 

It defines a tranquil environment and maintains order. 

Traditional rooms are not as sophisticated as formal rooms, but they are more glamorous than a 

casual or simplistic style of décor. 

Furniture in a traditional style room is focused on the focal point and set up around it in straight 

lines that circle an axis.  

Furnishings are large and follow clean lines, and are often upholstered and have no sharp edges. 

Accessories and furnishings appear in pairs to establish a sense of order and symmetry. However, 

the style is relaxed and more focused on comfort than aesthetics. 

Furniture woodwork is generally clean and curvy with smooth edges and a limited number of 

sharp angles or vertexes. 

A traditional room presents a mix of vertical lines that add sophistication, with horizontal lines 

that establish comfort and tranquility. Complex patterns and bright colors are too distracting for 

traditional types of décor. As they usually keep within a strict theme, use fairly plain fabrics and 

colors, and simple shapes like squares, triangles, and circles. 

Colors are kept within a minimum wavelength of change to maintain order as much as possible. 

Tones are usually pale and light, pleasing to the eyes and easy to match. 

Dark and bright colors can be used as accents, but are seldom employed as wall colors. 

Accessories are kept simple and many are limited to functionality, such as lamps, mirrors, 

paintings, framed laminates, and screens. However, the use of other items that are purely for 

decoration is also common, and these include porcelain china, plants, and vases. 

The traditional style is simple and classy. Applying a combination of rules from the formal and 

casual styles of décor, the traditional style is a perfect mix of both. 
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French Country Style 
 

The French country style has been popular all over the world for centuries. While it dates back to 

the beginning of decorative practices, this style is simple enough to incorporate into your home 

décor. It is familiar, cozy and inspires thoughts of warmth and security. 

Several elements influence the French Country decorating style. Although rustic, the style is also 

very elegant. It brings a warm feeling to your home. 

The French Country style encompasses a large array of colors .You can use soft yellows and blues, 

bright reds, blue and greens, as well as rust. 

These same colors are used to decorate the fabrics to accentuate the already dramatic effect of 

the bright color scheme. In order to define accessory pieces, use bright black or a dim shade for 

your walls. Natural vines are often used to adorn doorways and windows. 

Natural materials are preferably used in French Country Décor. Rustic floors are commonly made 

from natural stone, brick, or clay. Dark beams of wood that contrast well with the light tone of 

the walls are often present. 

Traditional countryside themes include roosters, sunflowers, and olives, as well as grapes and 

lavender. Toile, a French design for fabrics, becomes a white or light background linen or cotton 

that has a large themed design. 

The French country style is wonderful for anyone who prefers a cozy, comfortable, and rustic 

look. It is easy to achieve a décor of this type if you follow the tips above. Remember that this 

style emphasizes on the use of color and texture as a way to contrast the individual elements in 

the room and achieve balance and harmony. 

The French country style inspires thoughts of prairies, wildflowers, bright, warm sunlight, and the 

outdoors. If you use these design components in combination with your own personal touch, you 

will find this style to be familiar and comforting. 
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Tuscan Style 
 

The Tuscan style of décor dates back to the ancient Roman civilization. Back then, design 

elements were natural, rustic, and connected to everyday activities like farming, eating, and 

being around family. 

Tuscan homes, usually called villas, inspire thoughts of the mountains of Italy, vineyards, and 

olive trees. Natural stone materials compose the walls, and metallic elements make up 

accessories. Rustic woods are showcased in the furniture and water is generally featured in an 

outdoor pond or fountain. 

As you may have noticed, Tuscan style rooms and homes incorporate many different elements 

of nature, including stone, metal, wood, and water. Air is also incorporated in Tuscan villas with 

patina work on walls and surfaces, which is reminiscent of clouds and sky.  

Marble and travertine, two other natural elements, are generally used as flooring and or counter 

material. The Tuscan style is very special as it is a countryside style that is characterized by more 

solid materials. While wood, wicker, rattan, and other flexible materials are usually a clear 

representation of the countryside, with this style of décor the effect is the same, but with 

different resources. 

Colors in the Tuscan style of décor incorporate earthy tones such as terracotta, browns, gold, 

grays, and beiges. The Tuscan style is also characterized by a specific type of glass tile work, a 

typical kind of artisanship that commenced in Europe centuries ago. This tile work can be 

included in floors, walls, counter tops, and backsplashes to add a touch of color and personality. 

Tuscan style homes also feature many architectural devices, like columns, pillars, molding, and 

framework. 

The Tuscan style is best when applied to a home as a whole. If it’s broken up into a single room 

it can easily clash with other simpler types of décor. But if you wish to add this style to just a 

portion of your home, your best bet is to add this beautiful look to your kitchen. 
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Shabby Chic Style 
 

Designer Rachel Ash well made the Shabby Chic style popular. Later, other décor pros adopted 

the style, such as Laura Ashley for example. The Shabby chic style inspires comfort and casualty. 

It incorporates vintage elements; light pastel colors and cozy pieces of furniture. 

Floral styles are important part of the Shabby Chic style, and they appear not only in the fresh 

form, but also in patters and accessories. Pastel colors used are soft and slightly neutral. Faded 

yellows and greens, light pinks and pale white are common choices applied to this feminine style. 

So, if you are into darker, brighter colors, a different style of décor may suit you better. Candles 

are also used to add warmth and comfort to the already inviting shabby chic décor. Incorporated 

to the other elements of this style of design, the result evokes tranquility and safety. 

Just like you might have found in your grandparents' attic, pale white, embroidered fabrics are a 

great contrast to the floral motif and pastel colors. Off white fabrics that look as they've been 

stained with tea offer a vintage feel that adds to the familiarity and security that is inspired by 

this style. Another important contrasting element of the shabby chic lookism the use of white 

painted furniture. This detail adds to the innocence of this home décor style, inspiring pureness 

and cleanliness. 

The shabby chic style of décor can be achieved by combining similar elements in a harmonic way. 

Floral patterns and pastels colors complement each other, and are counteracted by the addition 

of rustic vintage elements such as books, old alarm clocks and porcelain plates. To add contrast, 

white is used in furniture and accents. And candles offer the finishing touch with warmth and 

serenity. 
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Blending Art into a Home Décor Style 
 

When you bring art home after a vision of a beauty, it's important to showcase the art to best 

highlight the décor, while still giving it its own presence in the room. Finding a good spot is your 

first task. Have a second person can help you decide where the painting looks best from a 

distance. 

In many cases, a piece of art will call for a place on the focal point wall. In others, a piece of art 

will look great in a spot you didn't consider before, so when you test, make sure to try it out even 

in those places that you hadn't thought of. 

Sometimes a piece of artwork is such a powerful eye-catcher that you might have to switch some 

furniture around to make it fit as well as possible. 

A great way to showcase your artwork and make it stand out is to equip its surroundings with 

special lighting that will bring the eye's attention to the piece of art. You can either use track 

lighting or hanging fixtures that are supported by invisible wire.  

Another nice touch is to illuminate artwork from the bottom. This creates a dramatic look that 

adds quality and warmth to any painting. 

 Before you hang your artwork, make the necessary measurements so that it hangs directly at 

eye level. Sculptures should lie on the floor if tall enough to draw the eye, or be rested on a 

surface such as a side table or base that will raise it into sight. 
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Feng Shui: Home Decor for a Healthy Life 
 

The concept of Feng Shui incorporates the elements of home design with your health and well-

being. Feng Shui practitioners believe that balance and harmony can be achieved by controlling 

your surroundings and way of life. 

In the bedroom, Feng Shui is particularly important, as the room's decor will have a huge impact 

on the way you sleep and wake up. Since we spend so much time asleep, and it's one of the best 

ways to rapidly heal our bodies, inducing sound sleep is just one way in which we can improve 

our health. 

The bed position, for one, is a crucial aspect of how you will spend the night. In the Feng Shui 

mindset, a bed shouldn't be placed on the same wall as the door to the room. The bed must be 

placed in a location that indicates dominance and prevalence. This is usually the spot in the room 

that yields the best view of the doorway but isn't entirely aligned with the door. 

According to Feng Shui, headboards are a pathway for headaches, anxiety, and nervous system 

deficiencies. They are known to affect the results of your success and are said to lead to the 

ultimate demise of important life aspects such as relationships and career. 

If you find yourself in a position where you can't relocate your bed according to the door rule, 

you can use a mirror placed in front of the bed to reflect the doorway and grant you dominance 

over the room. 

Feng Shui also follows the idea that our surroundings are direct affecters and premonitions of 

our fate. If there is a table with a sharp angled edge aiming at you, relocate it. It is said that this 

could have adverse effects on your health and overall well-being. 
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Miscellaneous Decorating Ideas 
 

Discovering New Home Decor Ideas 
 

After remodeling your home a few times, it's easy to run out of new ideas. In our changing world, 

decorating trends are shifting all the time. New concepts are being created as we speak, and they 

are all available to you, free of charge. 

Next time you’re in a waiting room, pick up a magazine. Both catalogs and magazines are filled 

with home decor ideas that are just waiting to be applied. They offer fully decorated rooms, décor 

styles, furniture, accessories, and feasible layouts. 

If you'd like to try a more classic decor style, subscribe to Pottery Barn. If you want to go for a 

more modern look, an IKEA catalog would give you tons of ideas. 

Magazines and catalogs feature not only individual furniture and accessories, but also the 

concept of a room as a whole with the use of those elements. 

You can also get a glimpse of decor elements in action by visiting a furniture store or walking by 

a window display. Home decor stores will always have the latest trends in home décor, so if you're 

looking for something new, this is definitely the way to go. 

The Internet is another excellent resource of home decor information. Here you'll find free tips 

on home decor, do's and don'ts, blogs, and articles. Many websites even feature step-by-step 

articles on DIY home decor, which are a good source of information if you are looking to save 

some money. 

Decorating your home is an exciting, rewarding process. With just a little research and your own 

unique visions, you can get the house that you've always wanted. While home decoration 

requires work and effort, the results are often satisfying, and in many cases, life changing. 
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Functional Décor Ideas 
 

Here are a few functional ideas for home décor that are easy to apply to any room. 

Set up a nice desk and chair to pay bills and enable correspondence. A round table with two chairs 

makes an excellent spot for coffee and conversation. 

Rugs are a great way to break up a room and add warmth to cold floors like marble, travertine, 

and hard wood. 

If you have kids, give them a place to play games with a round game table and comfy chairs. 

Chaise lounge sofas add sophistication to a room and provide a comfortable place to lay back and 

relax. 

A sofa chair, accompanied by a lamp and side table, makes a wonderful reading corner where 

you can relax with your favorite drink. 

Dividing screens are good for separating big open areas. 

For a modern look, open shelving in a dark glossy finish is sure to add the touch you desire. This 

is also a great way to divide a room or loft area. 

Define a walking path to innately separate areas and identify spaces. 

Artwork acts both as an accessory and a focal point. Place your art in a spot where you'll be able 

to appreciate it from most angles of the room. 

Cross-link furniture in different layouts and combinations to give a new look to any room. 

Set up seating in a way that conversational groups can be created, instead of spreading out 

furniture that will result in loud, messy get-togethers. 

Creating a homey, functional environment is easy and yields positive results toward achieving a 

more balanced lifestyle. If you can designate individual areas of your house for specific purposes, 

it will be easier to live in comfort and harmony. 
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Developing Ideas for Home Décor 
 

The wonderful thing about decorating is the high level of creativity and personal character that 

one can add to a room or living space. 

Like any other creative process, ideas are an important part of home décor. Ideas often come in 

surges, and it is difficult, as a non-professional, to know how to develop those ideas and 

implement them within a style of décor. 

In order to best map your ideas, keeping your thoughts and resources organized is a must. If you 

are working on a remodel project, set up a folder containing necessary items such as floor plans, 

lists of measurements, and fabric. Paint samples, pens and paper, measuring tape and whatever 

else you need to keep your project on track will also help in your decision-making. 

Getting advice from a professional designer is a good way to put your ideas out there and get 

feedback on how you can approach them. To find professional suggestions, you can either hire 

an interior designer by the hour or surf through home décor advice websites to get a second 

opinion.  

Visiting interior design stores in your city is also a great way to talk to a professional about your 

design needs. They will probably try to sell you something, but stick to your original goal of getting 

feedback and don't get carried away with a “magical” product or style that you don't favor. 

Finally, you can aid your creativity and help develop your ideas by browsing through home décor 

magazines and catalogs. With full room designs and an eye for detail, catalog pictures can give 

you a glimpse of how to apply your ideas in a room or particular type of décor. 
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Home Decorating Idea 
 

When you purchase a new home, you will want to try some home decorating ideas to make the 

place look homey and you'll want to make sure that you keep in mind all the great ideas that 

people are now incorporating into their home décor. You will find that when it comes to 

decorating a home you will want to start in just one room and make you way through all the 

others. You will also want to keep in mind that there are a lot of expensive things that you can 

incorporate into your home, without paying the price. Those who decorate with a smart mind 

will be able to find all the great deals and prices.  

First, you will want to decorate the rooms that matter the most. This means that you will need 

to start downstairs and remodel or decorate one room at a time. The first room that most people 

will decorate is the kitchen. You will need to think about paint, window treatments, lighting, and 

even some of the appliances. You will then want to focus on another area that people are going 

to spend some time in - the bathroom. The bathroom needs to be colored schemed and it needs 

to have a theme in ways. You will begin to see a difference in the way that others see you as soon 

as you make the kitchen and the bathroom something of your own. You will find that home 

decorating is a way to show others a little bit of your personality and style.  

Home decorating is a great way to also bring the whole family together. You may want to use the 

home decorating to bring your relationship with your mother or sister closer. If you are moving 

in with your mate then you will to make sure that you show both personalities in the decorating. 

You will want to make decisions together so that you both can work on decorating the home 

together. This is a great way to show others that you are decorating the home with love. 

Home decorating doesn't have to be expensive, but you can look at the discount racks and take 

a lot of the things on sale and incorporate it into your home. You will find that there are a lot of 

ways that you can use normal objects in home decorating, but you will be able to use a simple 

bouquet to help decorate. You will want to make sure that you look at the little, insignificant 

details you'll be able to make a huge decorating difference. 
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4 Good Reasons to Remodel Your Home 
 

If you are looking for a few good reasons to remodel your home, this is all you need. I've compiled 

a list of remodeling justifications that will help you make the step towards a new style of home 

décor, and explain yourself to your spouse, partner, or roommate in case you should have to. 

To brighten your mood: A nice change in a dull room can significantly improve the way that you 

feel at home, what your mood is, and your feelings of comfort, satisfaction, and happiness. Yes, 

happiness! 

To sell faster: In today's market, many people are relying in the sale of their home as a source of 

income. But many of them simply put a worn and torn house for sale without looking at how the 

buyer will see the “product.” After all, they are paying for it, so it's a product. Take some time to 

fix up and de-clutter your home before you place it on the market. Make important repairs, 

remove mold, and even stage it if you have to. The investment that you make will pay off when 

you don't have yet another monthly mortgage payment to make. 

Give it your own personality: Especially if you just purchased or rented a new house, you might 

feel compelled to redecorate to apply your own personal touch and character. A new home is 

like a blank canvas; it allows your imagination to run wild and it's when the best home décor 

results come about. 

The empty nest syndrome: Once your kids have left to fulfill their lives, you might find yourself 

with too much time on your hands and a dysfunctional house. You are suddenly living in a family 

home as a couple. This is a great chance for you to do some upgrades that will not only give you 

something fun and exciting to do, it will improve the functionality of your home for you and your 

spouse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


